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Spring Weekend Bands Revealed Freshman Mugged
Ben Harper, Jurassic 5, and Dispatch toPlay in Two Weeks
Outside Little Dorm

Life Sciences Quad. In addition
Harper is reportedly bring with
him a series of DJs as well.
One TCAC source - speaking
on the condition of anonymity
-commented that one consideration for choosing Harper is
that he is providing his own
stage and sound system.
TCAC's budget suffered large
cuts from the SGA budget committee. Usually offered more
than 115,000 dollars annually
for Spring Weekend, TCAC was
allotted approximately 88,000
dollars.
However, TCAC was able to
pull more money from the
Presidents Office giving the
planning group slightly less
than $110,000 to spend on all
Spring Weekend festivities.
SGA President J. Russell Fugett
describes the decline in funding
BENHARPER.COM
as part of many "corrections" to
Ben Harper, Sunday performer on Spring
the SGA budget deficit.
Weekend
The TCAC official did add,
sic Five, and Dispatch will play however, that the "headlining"
BY MICAH COCEN
Trinity's Spring Weekend, 2001. band is chosen after reviewing
New Editor
Sources further confirm that the most common genre reDispatch, originally One Fell quested by students in a band
DespiLe relative silence from Swoop, will pertorm on Friday survey sent out earlier this seth<5 Trinft'f COTeg't Activities ' night at the Cave patio. Juras- mester. "Ojnsf<iferations6fotfie¥i'
Counci 1, (TC AC) sources on the sic Five, and headliner, Ben bands vary, although a broad
search committee have con- Harper are scheduled to per- spectrum is sought. It is further
firmed that Ben Harper, Juras- form Sunday afternoon on the
See BANDS on page five

BY ANDREW SCHURR

News Writer

Trinity students received yet
another rude reminder last
week about the relative vulnerability of the campus. According to a Campus Safety Alert
sent out by Director of Campus
Safety Charles Morris,
a female students was accosted outside of Little at 11:30
p.m. on Tuesday the 10'*. The
student's backpack was ripped
from her in a brief struggle with
an unidentified assailant after
the student refused to divulge
her code to the building.
"The suspect is described as a
white male about 6 feet tall with
short, spiky black hair," said
Morris in his alert the following
day. "He was wearing a red and
white plaid shirt and black
jeans. He fled to a brown, late
model Cadillac or Lincoln,
which was driven by another

male." Morris added that anyone whosaw the incidentorhas
any information to contact
Campus Safety.
As with previous instances of
students being attacked on
campus, the students have been
told only that "Hartford police
are investigating the case". In
light of the many previous such
incidents that have gone unsolved, many at Trinity are less
than enthusiastic about the
chances of any resolution to this
latest incident.
"Every time things seem to be
going along okay, something
like this happens. It's getting a
bit ridiculous," says Jacob
Schneider, an SGA senator and
Jones resident.
Officials on campus liave repeatedly stressed the difficulty
in patrolling the campus. "We
have Campus Safety officers
and Hartford police patrolling
the campus and its perimeter
See ROBBERY on page five

Trinity Alumna Named Governor
1987 Graduate Jane Swift Named Massachusetts Governor
BY JAMES CABOT

Editor-in-Chief

She is the first female governor of Massachusetts. She is the
youngest governor in the nation. Comejune, she will be the
first governor to give birth
while in office. She is also a
Trinity Bantam.
On Tuesday, April 10, Jane M.
Swift '87, became the acting
governor of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, following
Paul
Celluci's
resignation to become the ambassador to Canada. Previously,
she had served as the Lieutenant Governor.
In a brief ceremony at the
State House on Beacon Hill,
Celluci handed to Swift timehonored symbols of the Massa-

chusetts governorship: a pewter
ceremonial key to the
governor's office, a Bible left by
Gov Benjamin Butler in 1884, a
set of the 1860 Massachusetts
General Statutes, and a gavel
made from the white oak of the
USS Constitution.
Swift, 36, enters office at a difficult time, when questions
about the run-away costs of the
Big Dig, a major public works
project through downtown Boston, threaten to send shock
waves through the Massachusetts political community.
Adding to the challenges that
she faces, Swift is pregnant with
twins. She also faces a daily 133
mile each way commute from
the home that she and her husband Charles Hunt share in
Williamstown, at the other end
of the state.
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She faces "unprecendented"
challenges, noted Thomas F. Birmingham, the president of the
Senate and a Democrat. Swift is
a Republican.
LAURA RAND
After graduating from Trin- Trinity Student mugged while entering dorm Little.
ity with a degree in American
Studies, Swift entered Massachusetts politics in 1990, where
she became the youngest
woman elected to the state Senate. After an unsuccessful run
for Congress in 1996, she was
chosen by Celluci to be his running mate in 1998.
thinking about what it is lookHer career has not been free
BY J. ASHE REARDON
ing for in a new president. "I ask
of scandal, most notably when
Opinions Editor
you to focus on inequalities that
she had her aides babysit her
will enable our beloved institudaughter, resulting in a fine
Trinity Board of Trustees tion to build further on the
from the state ethics commission. She has also been criticized Chairman Thomas Johnson '62. strengths that are present now"
"It was a constructive forum
for using a sta te helicopter to fly held an open meeting last
home in 1999 to see a sick child. Thursday to discuss the process for discussing Trinity's future
"When you are lieutenant of choosing a successor to Evan ambitions and the kind of
governor, people only remem- Dobelle. The meeting, which leader that will prove the best
ber the negative things about was open to students, faculty, match," said sophomore Zach
you and don't focus on the other and members of the commu- Pava.
" I think it's important that
things you do," Celluci said in nity, was held in the McCook
an interview with the Boston auditorium. "This was a pre- this process is taking place out
liminary meeting, the first step in the open," echoed Laura
Globe Tuesday.
in
a continuing dialogue among Beider '07. He continued, "it is
"That is understandable.
the
Trinity community to con- important that we have a conWhen she becomes governor,
they are going to see her in an tinue in the coming weeks and sensus as we make this very imentirely different light and are months," said Johnson in a portant decision."
On Wednesday, the Executive
going to be able to put those phone interview. He continued,
"we want to have conversations Committee of the Board of
things in perspective."
with a broad section of the col- Trustees will meet in New York
Celluci has said that he ex- lege community, including the
to flesh out the details of the
pects Swift will face gender bias alumni."
search process. The meeting's
from the public and the media,
In a campus wide email on focus will be two-fold: (1) to vote
especially when she delivers
April 2, Johnson urged the en- on whether to hire a profesSee SEARCH on page seven
see GOVERNOR on page six tire Trinity community to begin
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Trinity's Next President
Last Thursday, Tom Johnson was on campus to discuss the process of choosing a successor
for Evan Dobelle. Trinity is at a crossroads, and the next president will play a crucially important role
in the development of the College. What sort of president should follow Dobelle?
During his tenure, Dobelle pushed Trinity in new directions. He established a commitment
to the city and to outreach as central to the College's mission. He raised our profile nationally and
positioned the school to attract top applicants. He improved the neighborhood, raised prodigious
amounts of money and kick-started an ambitious building program on campus.
Dobelle also neglected issues of central importance to Trinity, however. The faculty is in a state of
confusion about leave policies and is clearly over-reliant on visiting, non-tenured professors. More
significantly, there is no '
*"
"
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addressing these issues.
Despite an improved external reputation, vestiges of the "old" Trinity are proving remarkably difficult to eradicate. Strong students are still confronted with a campus culture that glorifies
partying at the expense of serious academic work, apathy at the expense of involvement, and "free
B's" instead of hard-earned As. The next president must install excellence - in academics, athletics
and extra-curricular organizations - as the central ethos of the College.
The next president must be careful not to abandon Dobelle's key issues. Trinity must maintain a commitment to the neighborhood and the city. Clearly there is still much work to be done
around Trinity, and this is an area in which hard won improvements can quickly be reversed. Finally,
the next president must have a careful understanding of what makes Trinity unique in the world of
higher education. This is the central quality that underlies everything above. Trinity is an urban liberal arts community that is struggling to break into the elite group of American colleges. The next
president must be a match for this difficult challenge.
'
'.
•
Student Life Master Plan
Evan Dobelle has described the Student Life Master Plan as being as bold as the neighborhood initiative. He must have been looking at a different master plan. Absent from the master plan
are truly bold ideas that 'Will transform the way we live and learn. The role of SGA has not been
significantly revised. It willnot be given a greater.shareof power in the decision making processes,
continuing to serve primarily as a disseminator of money. Until SGA is given the power to veto or at
least strongly influence administration policy, it will not attract the strong student leaders that it
requires.

..

•

.-.•..•••••

Superficial solutions have been given to real housing problems. Theme living will never
address the fact that there is no uhderlying philosophy to our housing system. Boldness and leadership on the part of the administration and student government is required on this issue.
Finally, for a campus that has experienced four serious robberies over the course of a semester, the campus security initiatives are astonishingly weak. While maintaining drug and alcohol education programs and requiring fraternities to comply with insurance regulations are commendable
"initiatives," neither will address the ludicrous situation of students being attacked at gunpoint in
fronfof the president's house.
Fortunately, this is only a draft of the Student Life Master Plan. We hope that the final copy
will be far more bold and innovative in its recommendations
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provided above, it is successful
in achieving this goal, to the
Although there are dozens, if tune of $63 million last year,
not hundreds of issues involved However, at Trinity College
in the proposed mandatory Sodexho is unable to make a
meal plan, 1 would like to bring profit, and in fact claims to be
the following to the discussion losing money. Yet, the company
claims "to anticipate and keep
that has begun.
First, we need to consider pace with student trends," "to
some facts from the Sodexho cost-effectively satisfy the budgets of our clients and the tastes
Marriot website:
"Sodexho Marriott Services is of the students and staff they
the leading food and facilities serve," and to have the ability to
management services company "manage dining services more
in North America." In fact, the efficiently than ever." Thus, if
company, according to its fiscal money is being lost at Trinity,
year 2000 Annual Report, had the company is obviously not
net profits of $63 million dur- doing what it claims it can.
For the college's administraing 2000. Just yesterday, April
12,2001, the company issued a tion to suggest a mandatory
press release stating "net in- meal plan to guarantee Sodexho
come of $17 million for the 13 Marriot profits at Trinity is reweeks ended March 2,2001, up volting, and pathetic at best. As
17% compared with net income a corporation, it is Marriot's job
of $14 million, for the 13 weeks to find a way to make a profit,
and if it cannot, it will fail as a
ended March 3,2000."
"Working with you, Sodexho business and go bankrupt. It is
Marriott Services can create an not our job as students to guarenvironment that offers stu- antee this company that it will
it is the
dents the quality, value, conve- make money;
nience and excitement of company's job to come up with
mall-style dining, pizza deliv- ways to do so. To me it is inconery, branded catering and other ceivable that the Trinity adminoff-campus revenue-robbers, istration would even consider
giving students what they want forcing students to flat-out give
profits to Sodexho Marriot, a
right on campus."
"Sodexho Marriott Services company that made $63 milhas found that creating this ex- lion last year.
Actually, I guess nothing
citing and familiar environment not only boosts dining about Trinity's administration
service revenues, but also helps is inconceivable to me. Senior
create a better foundation,for Vice President for Finance
student life and activities. And,
ic el West's decision to igTo the Editor:

dent Food Service Committee
not to retain Sodexho Marriot
when their contract was up for
renewal over the summer is not
inconceivable, as this is exactly
whathe didj leaving us in our
current situation. Nor is it inconceivable that Vice President
for Student Services Sharon
Herzberger has attempted to
guilt the student Food Service
Committee into agreeing to this
proposal by telling them of the
layoffs that will occur if a mandatory meal plan is not enacted.
I am left wondering what motivated such actions.
This is not a student-created
problem, yet the administration
is sheepishly attempting to
solve it using the student's
money. In light of recent administration efforts to hold students accountable for their
actions, 1 think it is time that the
administration is held accountable for their actions, or inactions at the case may be.

tance of a strong food service in
recruitment and retention efforts, it can also have a significant impact on an institution's
longer term goals."
"As the retail environment on
campuses continues tp evolve,
Sodexho Marriott Services
works to: anticipate and keep
pace with student trends. Today,
we bring an extraordinary
range of national brand programs to campuses nationwide;
plus, we've developed a host of
signature brands to cost-effectively satisfy the budgets of our
clients and the tastes of the students and staff they serve."
"With cutting-edge menu
management, debit card systems, and field-based accounting systems, Sodexho Marriott
Services can manage your dining services more efficiently
than ever.".
Now, some personal commentary:
Sodexho Marriot is a corporation. Thus, it is in business to
make a profit. Overall, as can be
seen from the from the figures

Sincerely,
Michael B. Pollack '02

Now that we've gotten Easter and Passover out of the way,
it's safe to say that Summer is on the horizon. Just a week
more of classes. Yipee!
"Here's the heated lower long
walk...the meal plan is really
good...everyone's always happy
here."

V.I.P. Days

Brings home 24 soldiers...
offers welcome home toast of
Arsenic water.

President George W. Bush
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Spring Weekend Bands

A Spring Weekend is always a good
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Dobelle In Hawaii Spells Trouble for Trinity

President Dobelle is back on
campus, and it's not a moment
too soon. One more week away
and there might not have been

So while Dobelle was in the
Far East the last two weeks,
what comes to the forefront but
another issue where students
""~™"~~ are being set up for a
royal screwing? I speak,
Dan Herman
of course, of Marriott's
ControlIingtJie Assumptions
plan for a mandatory
meal plan.
We know by now
much of Trinity left.
that Marriott is threatening to
Actually, it seems that this leave Trinity unless drasticplace tends to fall apart any- changes in the setup of the
time Dobelle leaves campus, meal plan are made. They
leaving the other administra- would like, in no particular order, to enact mandatory meal
tors to take care of the kids.
Why? Because Evan Dobelle plan, close the Bistro, and reis the best friend the students strict dining hours to 45 minhave at Trinity, and is the only utes each day. This is a recipe for
person we can go to for results. disaster.

that resulted in the muss exodus of students from the meal
plan. The students realised they
saved hundreds of dollars by
going to Stop and Shop rather
than the Cave, and the lure of
greasy overcooked pasta in
Mather wasn't enough to get
them back on the plan.
Now Marriott, rather than
improving service or attempting to streamline its bloated
workforce, wants to force all
students on the meal plan? Get
real! First of all, Trinity simply
does not have the physical
facilities to feed 1,800 students at peak hours. If Mike
West was worried about fire
hazards in the Bistro on
Pasta Night, then I hate to
see what he'll say when evEither we get a decent meal plan from ery student is being packed
Marriott, or we go with someone else who in between 5:30 and 7p.m.
on weeknights.
will give us one.
A mandatory meal plan
would also spell doom for
Marriott is threatening to fraternities and sororities,
(Of course, this means we're
screwed next year, when leave if they it doesn't get its who have daily house dinDobelle goes on sabbatical to way. I say call them on their ners, and whose members
bluff. Let 'em go. Good riddance often can afford the dues
the South Pacific.)
Dobelle is our best friend be- to bad rubbish, and all that. payments because they're
cause a) he's in charge, and ev- How is this not a win-win situ- not on the meal plan. Not to
eryone knows it, and b) he ation for Trinity? Either we get mention the hundreds of oractually listens to students and a decent meal plan from ganization luncheons, din(gasp) cares about what we Marriott, or we go with some- ners, and other events that
may be hurt because stuone else who will give us one.
have to say.
Obviously, Marriott is a busi- dents don't want to lose
This in contrast to other administrators (and some faculty) ness, and has to make a profit meals to Marriott. The cookwho see students as necessary in order to stay in business. In ing dorms and communal
annoyances whose only duty is this case, however, Marriott kitchens would go unused,
to pay the $120,000 and shut up shoulders most of the blame for because students won't pay
for four years, never to be heard creating this mess. Marriott was twice for one meal.
Most importantly, Forcing
again unless they give more the one who demanded the removal of transfers last summer everyone on the meal plan
money as alums.

gives Marriott a monopoly,
The administration does
where, like the phone and not listen to students unless
cable companies of old, students make them listen.
there is NO incentive to pro- The two administrators
vide good food, decent ser- most involved on this topic,
vice, or fair prices because Senior Vice President of Fithe students have no choice.
nance Michael West and Vice
The only way to keep President for Student Services

The only way to keep Marriott, or any other
meal plan operator, honest is to make them
work for their customers.
Marriott, or any other meal
plan operator, honest is to make
them work for their customers.
If Marriott wants to ensure a
profit, they should work for it
by improving quality and service, and taking a closer, honest,
look at its labor cost. If Marriott
has a monopoly, however, all
they have to do is sit back and
watch the money roll in.
So what can we do? The
chat room on the Daily Jolt
has been active with students talking about petitions and boycotts, both of
which would be smart strategies.
However, one student
wrote that, "the administration is well aware of the hell
a decision to mandate the
meal plan would be, and 1
doubt they want the headache."
This is exactly the type of
thinking that has led to student inaction on all sorts of
issues and is the wrong
thing to be saying now.

Sharon Herzberger traditionally haven't been the most responsive people on campus
when it comes to listening to
students.
West was the one who singlehandedly renewed Marriott's
contract last summer and allowed them to gut the meal
plan with no student input, and
now he's back in nearly the
same spot as last year, which is
why students need to go to the
top before it is too late.
The letter SGA PresidentElect Tim Herbst '02 sent to
Dobelle was long and bombastic, but it had the right tone students are angry that we're
being left out of this process,
and we want someone to make
sure we don't get screwed.
1 think students should follow suit - call and email
Dobelle, West, and Herzberger,and have your parents, do the:
same.
If you don't want to be on the
meal plan next year, now is not
trie time to remain silent.

A Ride to the Train Station Can Be Too Much
A Student Tells What Happened When He Tried to Get a Ride from the Train Station to The Campus
Friday evening. I booked a crookedly along a railing at the I decided I should write a piece window and have conversation
train for 9:00 am and went to taxi stand that reads, "Taxis for the Tripod about this occur- with close to ten drunk club
Opinions Writer
goers while
bed. When I woke up and may not refuse service to anyat the same
needed a ride 1 realized that one. Taxi Cab complaint forms
time bragI'll admit I'm a senior, and one most everyone I knew at Trin- may be located inside the terging
to us
minal."
Early
Monday
morning
ity
would
be
asleep
at
this
hour.
that has only really spent 5 seabout how
mesters here on campus; but I called Campus Safety with however the drivers did not
he's going
the Trinity 1 remember has seen about thirty minutes notice obey this rule and refused myout later
self
and
two
other
students
serand
explained
my
situation.
better days. No, I'm not talking
and how all
about the drinking and drugs, After a trying discussion the vice.
of
the
The problem was that it
I'm talking about the declining officer I spoke to made the necpeople
he
essary
accommodations
and
to
wasn't
just
one
taxi,
but
all
six
sense of security and efficiency
was talking
in transportation between Trin- give me a ride in twenty min- of them refused us service.
to also work
utes. Minutes later on my way There were two other Trinity
ity and Union Station.
with him. I
to
brush
my
teeth,
I
nabbed
students
there
that
did
manage
My freshman year, I had no
thought it
someone
staggering
about
in
a
to
get
into
one
of
those
natural
problem calling Campus Safety
was
ridicuwith about 15 minutes notice, half awake state and they gas powered Honda Civics with
lous
that
agreed
togivemea
ride.
Again
no
trunk
space.
Being
that
and they'd take me or a friend
this
officer
I
called
Campus
Safety,
there
were
three
other
student
to Union Station. Having not
delayed our
used this service for a couple of thanked them for their efforts and no place to put our weekarrival by
end luggage we declined to join
no less than
them.
My freshman year, I had no problem calling
ten minutes
After being shut out of three
just to soCampus Safety with 15 minutes notice, and taxis for people that walked
cialize on
they'd take me or a friend to Union Station, more slowly, were at the end of
the job.
the line, but a further distance
like West Hartford or another rence, but what happened next
I'm sure that in part I'm just
an angry person with a some
years, I was disappointed yet and told them I had aride. That suburb, 1 stepped into the driv- only added more reason.
When our officer/driver took deeper anger issues, and I know
understanding when I returned was very accommodating and ing lane and hailed a taxi just
to learn of the elimination of I appreciate the gesture. But pulling in, getting the door a right into downtown at the that one of the students in the
open and sitting as quickly as I end of the street instead of turn- van with me was more than
this policy. I like some of the this is not my problem at all.
could. After his quick and de- ing around and going out the willing to chat it up with driver,
When
arriving
back
to
Hartchanges I see in safety on campus, but there is more to be • ford 20 minutes late at 12:30 am termined, "No Trinity College" way he came or left up behind the fact of the matter remains,
Monday morning, I descended statement, I reminded him of the highway I at first thought, there is no reliable transportadone.
This year-1 have been to and the Track 1 stairs in route for a the rule on display feet away. I hey maybe this will be fast. I tion to and from Union Station,
asserted that I wanted his taxi was completely wrong and one of the few ways put of the
from the train station many taxi. The student I was with
number. He responded I should what expired next would round city without a private car.
told
me
she
had
an
in
at
Camtimes. I have been fortunate to
write it down, but feeling no the night off as a true transporpus
Safety,
and
she
could
secure
I can assure you that after
receive rides nearly every weekpen or paper in my jacket tation disaster.
a
ride
easily.
I
told
her
I
was
this
article I will do nothing to
end I choose to venture about.
pocket, I got out.
What 1 did know was that resolve the matter, but urge any
This weekend however was dif- tired and just wanted to hop in
Ultimately, my associate the clubs were getting out and of you younger students to take
ferent. Unexpectedly I needed the first taxi we see. She agreed,
and
we
hurried
ahead
to
make
with
the connection at Campus our driver was taking us into this issue into your own hands,
to be in New York Saturday
sure to secure one.
Safety negotiated a ride and we the pedestrian and automobile and provide me with ride to the
morning, having only found
I have noticed the sign hung waited. It was at this point that traffic jam just to role down his train.
out about the requirement late
**"•-• B Y J O R D A N SILVER
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Herbst to Dobelle: No Mandatory Meal Plan
Excerpts From a Letter to President Dobelle from The SGA President-Elect Concerning the Meed Plan
President Dobelle:
Congratulations on your appointment as the new President
of the University of Hawaii. I
know that you will serve the
citizens and students of Hawaii
with distinction and unmatched leadership.
I understand as you prepare
to depart for Hawaii, you are
facing the potential of a large
strike by teachers that work in
the university system. I write
this e-mail to you today to let
you know that you may very
well face a large student strike
at Trinity College before you
leave
In your press conference announci ng your intentions to assume the Presidency of the
University of Hawaii, you

/ will not support
the mandatory
meal plan
stated that you were a person
that liked to tackle challenges.
This is evidenced by what you
have accomplished here at
Trinity College.
Rumors are all over campus
that next year, Trinity College
will have a mandatory meal
plan for all students to participate in. The outgoing President
of SGA, Russell Fugett, as well
as other students that have
served on a dining review commitcee have brought this to my
attention.
Marriott, as well as Trinity
College, has lost a considerable
amount of money by having
500 students drop the meal
plan in one year. I can understand that the administration
needs to recoup the money it
lost over this past academic

year. I do not believe however When we arrived back on
that students should be pun- campus we were suddenly inished by having to take part in formed that we could not
transfer a meal at the Bistro
a mandatory plan because of
mistakes made by administra- and Cave. We could only use
tors.
What we need:
Last year, Trinity engaged
many of its students to take
student
initiative
part in a search for a new dinand selfing service. Many students traveled all over New England and
governance
the tri-state area to make on site
visits of other college dining facilities. After weeks of visits flex dollars at these two venues.
and deliberation, selected stu- This was the straw that broke
dents concluded that Marriott the camel's back.
When students dropped the
was not their choice.
meal
plan, and began using
Over the summer, the admincash
at
the Cave and Bistro, they
istration bypassed student inrealized
that it was in affect
put, and decided that Marriott
cheaper
than
being on the meal
would remain as the college's
dining service for the 2000- pla n. Several students have been
2001 academic year. Student in- cooking in their dormitories
and have even found that the
put was completely ignored.
purchase of groceries per seNot only were students an- mester is cheaper than the meal
gry that Marriott was coming plan. Because the administraback, but students were furious tion and Marriott forced stuover the fact that meal plans dents into a corner by not
were changed over the summer, offering them options, Trinity
once again, wi thout student in- students responded by creating
put. In the previous year, stu- options for themselves. Thereadents were able to transfer a son why 500 students have
meat in the Bistro and the Cave. dropped the meal plan is beWhen we arrived back on cause the administration did
campus we were suddenly in- not listen to student input, and
formed that we could not trans- limited options and venues for
fer a meal at the Bistro and Cave. eating.
We could only use flex dollars
As the President-elect of the
at these two venues. This was
the straw that broke the camel's Student Government Association, 1 cannot, and 1 will not supback.
This was simply the begin- port a mandatory meal plsm for
the coming academic year. I will
ning of the problem.
Not only were students an- exercise every avenue, and every
gry that Marriott was coming means necessary to see it deback, but students were furious feated.
Why am I so adamantly opover the fact that meal plans
posed.to
this?
were changed over the summer,
This semester we have foonce again, without student input. In the previous year, stu- cused on the Master Plan for
dents were able to transfer a Student Life. The underlying
meal in the Bistro and the Cave. principle of the Plan is more

"...RESISTANCE IS FUTILE.,.MEAL PLANS FOR EVERYONE..

student initiative and self-governance in all areas of student
life at Trinity College. How can
we say that we are fostering this
philosophy when we are forcing many students to take part
in a meal plan that they do not
want or support? If we want
students to act like adults on
this campus, then the administration and faculty should treat
them like adults and allow
them to make decisions for
themselves.
Students have approached
me in the weeks since my election asking if the meal plan "rumor" is true. I want to let you
know up front that I have chosen to speak with you and Dr.
Herzberger first to see what the
situation is before I let the gen-

eral student body know However,
if this does end up happening, I
will have no choice but informing
the student body and rallying the
troops.
Judgingpeoples reactions tojust
rumors, I would hate to imagine
what their reaction will be if this
plan is actually implemented.
The students of this campus
will not settle for this, and if enacted, this plan will prove volatile.
I know that you would like to
leave Trinity on a good note, and
that is why I am asking you to step
in and stop the mandatory meal
plan, before the effect is detrimental.
Sincerely,
Tim Herbst
SGA President-elect

The Elephant's Plight
In February, conservationists
from 12 West African countries
held a three-day conference in
the Burkina Faso capital of

dian air force bases in the
Northeast state of Assam
threatened high tech equipment and the integrity of runways causing concern
among state employees.
J. Ashe Reardon
"In the course of their
stay, the elephants deInsights and Affairs
stroy the paddy fields
""""""" and granaries, even tresOuagadougou to discuss the pass inside airfields." It is imfate of the region's elephant possible to drive the herds of
population. In a country where animals back into the forest,
ivory continues to be a source of said a local elephant expert acboth pride and "cultural heri- cording to Reuters.
In the case of the air force
tage" (a national symbol), the el:
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On the whole, West Africa has seen its
elephant population slashed by 90 percent
in the past quarter century.
ephant population has shrunk
in recent years to an estimated
2,000-3,000. On the whole,
West Africa has seen its elephant population slashed by
90 percent in the past quarter
century and now hovers somewhere around 6,000, representing about 2 percent of Africa's
elephant population.
The uncertain state of elephants in West Africa is due in
part to the lucrative ivory trade,
which, despite government
bans, continues to support
poachers. While poaching remains the greatest danger to the
region's elephant population,
deforestation in the name of agricultural land continues to
help throw the ecological balance off-kilter.
In eastern India, meanwhile,
man and elephant are involved
in a somewhat different
struggle; In Bhudaneshwar, in
the Indian; State of Orissa,
tribespeople have come under
continued attack by transient
elephants.
•
The elephants, lured to rural
villages by the smell of handia,
an alcoholic brew made from
fermented rice, have damaged
more than 200 houses and
killed over 6 people in the past
18months. •; . •
"Close to two dozen people
are staying in the treetops with
: family members because they
are afraid of the elephants," said
one local man, forced to flee his
home when the giant beasts began to barrel into town, according to a Reuters dispatch.
In November, wild elephants
lumber irig a'iMlessly around Iti-

bases, the elephants were
drawn to the fall harvest. "They
come out of the jungles at night
around October every year
looking for easy food," said the
expert, "and once they find nutritious food during the harvesting time they stay back."
20 years ago the Indian government imposed a strict ban
on the hunting and owning of
elephants, and in that time
India's elephant population has
swelled nearly 40 percent.
The clash between the surging elephant population and
the disappearance of the forests
has caused the many elephant
"massacres" in recent years.
Africa and India are reaping
quite different consequences
that stand as the result of man's
relentless efforts to overcome
nature.
In Ouagadougou poachers
extinguish the elephant; in
Bhudaneshwar industrialists
and loggers force them from
their natural habitats to wreak
havoc on local communities—
in both cases when man meets
nature he has his way—and
reaps the consequences.for better or worse.
The relevance of these two
"isolated" incidents is undeniable. But I'll leave it to formerVice President Al Gore who ,
summed up our world's ecological crisis in Earth in the Balance: "The cleavage in the
• modern world between mind
and body, man and nature, has
created a new kind of addictkm...
our civilization is, in effect, addicted to the consumption of the
earth itself."
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Hate Symbols Chalked on Courts
As a couple of students went to play tennis on the afternoon
of April 15 at 2:00, they noticed a swastika chalked on the courts.
The students called Campus Safety and an officer reported to
the scene and cleaned the area with a bucket of water. Campus
Safety has no suspects.

Wait a Tick, That's Not Snow
At 3:57am on April 14 a Campus Safety officer was making a
routine patrol around the main quad when he noticed, along the
Long Walk near Jarvis, the trees were covered with several rolls
of toilet paper. Buildings and Grounds was notified to clean the
area. No suspects have been identified.

When Five Guys Get Together...
On April 14 at 12:58am the Hartford Police officer assigned to
the Chapel and Admissions Building construction requested
Campus Safety backup to that area. He had noticed five males
walking near the fence on the north side of the construction.
One of them pulled the plastic fence off, causing damage to the
property. The Hartford Police officer and the Campus Safety
officer stopped the students near the Chapel driveway and requested their names. One of the students admitted to causing
the damage. The case has been referred to the Dean of Students
Office.

Partnership for a Tobacco-Free
Campus
A group of female students was standing outside of the south
door of Elton Hall on the afternoon of April 14 talking and smoking. A resident of the dorm yelled at the girls to stop smoking
and proceeded to throw a beer can from the window. The can
narrowly missed the students, but its contents soaked them. The
girls notified Campus Safety and gave them a description of the
suspeQt.,j.The,s3lse-has,been referred to the Office of Residential
Life and the Dean of Students Office.

Adios, Pantalones
At 1:17am on April 14 Campus Safety reported to an unregistered party at Sigma Nu, 137 Allen Place. Loud music was coming from the house, audible from Vernon Street. Upon arriving
on the scene, Campus Safety found approximately 25 people outside. Officers spoke with the brothers and asked them to close
down the party. As Campus Safety was waiting in the yard for
the house to clear out, both supervisors observed several male
and female students inside wearing no pants. The brothers reported that this was their version of a beach party, and that in
order to get beer at the bar, students had to remove their pants.
Approximately 80 students were in attendance at the party.

They Say Trinity Has No Pride
La Voz Latina held their "Spring Fling" on Saturday night at
the Party Barn. The party drew about 250 people, mostly nonTrinity students. Guests began to clear at 2:00 am and soon two
small fights broke out on the Vernon Social Center patio. Fraternity brothers from UMass Amherst were quarrelling with
those from Trinity. While no serious injuries were reported, one
individual was treated by TCERT for scratches on his neck.

Smell Before You Drink
At 4:49 pm on April 15 a Campus Safety officer reported to
High Rise to investigate a door that had been broken open. The
Locknetics on the door to the roof had been tampered with, and
on the roof the officers found used firecrackers, empty beer cans,
and what appeared to be a cup of urine. There are no suspects
at this time.

Who Robs Boys and Girls...
In the early morning hours of April 16 Campus Safety responded to an activated motion detector alarm in the Boys and
Girls Club at 1500 Broad Street. Campus Safety and the Hartford Police searched the premesis and found no one, however, in
the front office there was a computer overturned with disconnected wires. Apparently the side door had been left unlocked
overnight. The Hartford Police Department is currently inves• tiga ting the burglary. ,
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Fourth Robbery on the
Trinity Campus This Semester
continued from page one
on foot, bikes, and vehicles," says
Morris, "However, they cannot
be in all places."
On numerous occasions, College officials have accused students of undermining Campus
Safety's efforts with their raucous drinking and general latenight delinquency. During a
recent mandatory meeting concerning false fire alarms, administrators responded to
student protests of inadequate
campus protection by accusing
students of taking up valuable
Campus Safety resources whenever a party is broken up or vandalism must be dealt with.
Many students find the
administration's attempts toresolve this issue to be less than
satisfying, especially in light of
this most recent incident.
"I'll bet if she had been carrying a case of Busch Light when
it happened, Campus Safety
would have been all over that
place like white on rice," notes
Daniel Atwood, a Jarvis resident.
Tensions over this issue have
been running particularly high
this Spring due to a rash of violent crimes on Connecticut
campuses. Dean of Students
Mary Thomas was recently
prompted to alert students of

the most recent incidents at
University of Connecticut in
Storrs and Central Connecticut
State University in New Britain,
including robberies, a bus-jacking, an attempted kidnapping,
and sexual assault. Thomas offered the standard list of precautions for students to take to
protect themselves, including
walking in groups and staying
on well-lit paths.
As far as urban campuses go,
Trinity has historically been

turned away from the doors at
student-run parties on Vernon
and Allen Place, and incidents
like the brawl outside of the
Party Barn on Saturday only
serve to heighten many students' distrust of locals on
Trinity's campus.
. Despite the potential dangers,
students at Trinity for the most
part refuse to let anything get in
the way of their partying. With
some of the biggest weekends
for alcohol-soaked events still to

" /'// bet if she had been carrying a case of
Busch Light when it happened, Campus
Safety would have been all over that place
like white on rice." - Daniel Atwood ' 04
fairly accessible to the public, come this semester, it seems unwith almost no barriers to en- likely that students will be kept
try for non-students or Hartford in their rooms, by the threat of
residents in the surrounding mugging.
area. As a large part of his
"I noticed it hasn't prevented
agenda, Hawaii-bound Presi- anyone from TPing the trees on
dent Dobelle has worked to fos- the Long Walk," mentioned one
ter connections with the Junior, after being asked about
surrounding community with students' fears of assault on
projects like the Boys and Girls campus.
club. However, some on campus
Whether or not Campus
feel that the easy access from Safety and the administration
the streets surrounding Trinity will be able to effectively promay be jeopardizing the safety tect the student body in the
of students.
closing weeks of the semester
Non-students are often remains to be seen.

Three Spring Weekend Bands
continued from page one
rumored that TCAC succeeded
in booking hip-hop bandjurassic Five, because the band
loosely tours with Harper. Although the Bands have posted
Trinity College on their venue
lists for some time now,
Chilharu Romano, TCAC official heading the band booking,
indicated that TCAC would not
be prepared to announce an official list before this publication
date.
Headliner Ben Harper is most
known for acoustic-rock bal-

ing exei ted. many Trmity-Scwdents.
Edward Jacobs' 03 stated "Jurassic Five is the epitome of the
growing underground scene.
They're from the same family as
Tribe Called Quest and De La
Soul. Jurassic Five relies on four
great MCs and a real quality
production."
Spring Weekend opening
band, Dispatch, was formed at
Midlebury College in Vermont.
Their most well known song,
The General,released under the
band name One Fell Swoop has

"I'm excited they got Dispatch. I'm glad they
got a decent band popular among college
campuses" - Daphne Konstantinidies ' 03
lads. Although he has enjoyed
mostly underground success
resulting in a strong cult following, Harper has achieved steady
commercial success with such
songs as Burn One Down.
Harper most recently released
an album this year entitled, Live
from Mars, which has widely
received critical praise.
In addition, Harper is known
for lively performances. Marisa
Sefer' 02 commented, "Wow, this
is the best band Trinity has gotten since Dave Matthews came
nearly seven years ago. He is an
underground legend who is incredible in concert. I've seen
him at least five times."
Jurassic Five is a hip-hop
band from Los Angeles and is
widely held as one of the hiphop underground's premier
bands. Songs such as Concrete
Schoolyard andJayou from their
self-titled debut album helped
propel.their wide success. Earlier reports of the band's book-

been a college favorite song for
some time. This three person

nock; reggs%aMisMa«fc band has
released four albums.
Daphne Konstantinidies' 03
remarked," I'm really excited
they got Dispatch. I'm glad they
finally got a decent band popular among college campuses."
Not everyone is thrilled with
the bands. Andrew Warren 111'
02 complained that " Once
again Trinity has catered to
only the multicultural scene
and the ' hippie' groups while
everyone else gets the shaft."
The reason for considerably
less bands this year is unclear.
One TCAC official points to
lower than expected funds and
slightly higher costs,for this
year's bands. In addition ic
bringing a series of DJs and
other "entertainment," the
source suggested that Harper
would play for two hours on
Sunday,

The Band of Jurassic Five to Play
Sunday, April 29

JURASS1C5.COM
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Student Life Master Plan Nears Completion
portunities in planning student activi- currently looking for ways to create more
student-friendly spaces on campus. The
ties.
Managing Editor
With increased responsibility and plans for the library include a coffee bar
ownership by students also comes in- space, which will begin to fulfill a need
After a year of calking, research and creased respect. Planners are looking for for a more open, casual place to gather
rethinking, the Student Life Master Plan more space to dedicate to student lead- on campus.
Student-centered places also include
is nearing completion. It is to be pre- ership operations. This includes office
sented to the Trustees at their May 9 and storage space near in places conve- the dorms, and Office of Residential Life
nient to student operations.
is interested in increasing student inmeeting.
One of the purposes of the plan is "to Bridging the gap between intellectual volvement in dorm governance. This
inform the Trustees what's going on with and social life on campus is the focus of would include working with ORL more
respect to student life. It's like an educa- the second section. This is a joint effort closely and deciding who should be retional tool for the Trustees," described between students and faculty. These are sponsible for damaged furniture and inSharon Herzberger, Vice President for also considered important initiatives for curred fees, like the controversial
the Trustees to review because it includes campus-wide charge administered this
Student Services.
So what are the Trustees being told is suggestions for the allocations of funds. semester.
A pressing need on campus is being
important to students? The plan, as it is The hope is that more spaces in dorms
laid outs, consists of five points, each
with a series of initiatives. These are the
Bridging the gap between intellectual and social life on
beginning steps, suggested by the comcampus is the focus of the second section. This is a joint
mittees who helped create the docueffort between the students and the Trinity faculty
ment, to changing student life at our
College.
The first section is entitled Empowering Students. The initiatives under this and academic buildings will be defined addressed by the fourth section. After
section are designed to encourage stu- in upcoming years.
the recent series of muggings on campus,
dent leadership and responsibility. One
Inspiration is being drawn from the the focus of promoting security and
of the many suggested ways to accom- First-Year Program and the Tutorial Col- well-being on campus. Reviewing lightplish this centers around the Student lege experiment. Closely examining ing, dorm security and campus safety
Activity Fee (SAF), which is a good part what already exists helps to suggest activities is a start. A more comprehenof the money that SGA manages. broader changes that can be imple- sive instructional safety program during
Achieving a balanced budget is a step in mented outside the confines of special first-year orientation will also comthe process, but only a small one. The programs. This includes looking for a mence with the class of 2005.
plan hopes to foster student leadership way to incorporate more theme dorms
The fifth, and final, sections pauses a
by focusing on how the funds are allo- and living/learning environments moment to consider tradition at Trinity.
cated and teaching cub members fiscal without taking away too much of the By identifying and encouraging long
responsibility. A purchase order system current living flexibility.
standing traditions, like matriculation,
and better training for budget commitAnother suggestion here, powered by Honor's Day and the graduation ceremotee members will commence with the students, is to create awards for faculty nies. Increasing the focus on these activi2001 SGA budget cycle.
who excel as advisors and motivators, ties also includes remembering old
Zach Perry '03, this semester's VP of those who are truly interested in and traditions, like the newly revived Class
Finance, created a five-year plan, the encouraging of student's efforts.
Days, and creating new ones like Student
implementation of which will enable
Mather and other student-centered Leadership Awards ceremonies. This last
the b udget for TCAC to be increased over spaces are under review in the third sec- section celebrates the history of Trinity
time. A larger TCAC budget will allow tion. Plans to air-condition Mather have while encouraging things to change
dews to have greater control and op- already been apprjOvgA.and the^ckpplisf
4
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Alumna
Named
Governor
continued from page one
her children in June.
Perhaps because of these scandals, she
is a somewhat unpopular figure in Massachusetts. A February poll by the Boston Herald showed a low 25% favorable
rating, as compared with 46% of the
population who viewed her unfavorably.
As recently as December a poll had given
her a 17% favorable rating.
Her inaugiration Tuesday was an upbeat event, however, with seven Trinity
students and Prof. Peter Burns of the Political Science Department in attendance. All seven students are part of the
Legislative Internship program. Swift
spoke little during the ceremony, only
saying "thank you" and then departing
for a staff meeting.
So far, the state leadership seems to
have rallied around her. "When the
governor succeeds, guess what?"
House Speaker Thomas M. Finneran,
a Democrat, said. "Six million people
in Massachusetts are better off." State
residents should root for Swift, says
Finneran.
Birmingham has ignited a minor scandal by suggesting that the state rent an
apartment for Swift nearer to her place
of work. She often spends weeknights at
her brother's home in Boston. Swift and
her husband have refused the offer. "I
make good use out of my time in the car,"
Swift said.
Time will tell whether Swift overcomes her many obstacles to become an
-;'•-
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Career Services
THE BEST WAY TO PREDICT YOUR FUTURE IS TO CREATE IT...

Resume Deadlines and Other Info...
Thursday. April 19.2001
The Hartford-Contact Center Analyst
Friday, April 20.2001
Hartford Seminary - Executive Assistant to the President
Manpower Demonstration Research Corporation - Technical
Research Assistant
.
Washington Center for Internships and Academic Seminars
(The) - All Interests
Saturday, April 21,2001
Hartford Hospital - Radiography and Radiation Therapy
Program
Sunday, April 22,2001
BSMG Communications - Public Relations and Visual
Communications Interns
Wednesday. April 25.2001
East Lyme Publishing LLC - Reporter
Gartner - Client Inquiry Specialist
Thursday, April 26,2001
Feminist Majority Foundation - Interns
Friday, April 27.2001
Goodspeed Opera House - Summer Theatrical Internship
Manchester (Town of) - Camp Director
New York Parks & Recreation (City of) - Olmsted Center,
Flushing Meadows-Corona Park, Queens, NY
NODA-Orientation Intern
U.S. Consulate General Montreal - Commercial Assistant

SPECIAL NOTES:
The Alumni andStudent of Color Networking
event will be held at the Umoja House on
Monday, April 23rd at 5:30 p.m.
will be on campus
Tuesday, April 24th to interview for the
Financial Analyst Positions they have posted
in Trinity Recruiting.
THE HARTFORD

The Advisory Committee for the Health
Professions will be holding a Panel of Health
Professionals on Wednesday, April 25th,
7:00-8:30 p.m. in LSC 134
If you would like Career Services to review your
resume, walk-in hours are Monday—Friday
from 12:00 noon—4:30 p.m.
Trinity Recruiting is the best place to start
looking for a job! To sign in, your user name is
your full first name.your full last name. Your
password is the year you were bom, the month
you were born, andthe day you were born:
ex. 19800506

S§«
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Omega Nu Epsilon New Sorority on Campus
BY KRISTIN POWELL

News Editor

Trinity College will soon see
a new addition to its Greek life;
Omega Nu Epsilon, a sister sorority to Alpha Chi Rho (Crow),
has been organized by a group
of sophomores and juniors.
Lauren Young '03, President
of Omega, was first inspired the
idea of forming a new sorority
last year in casual conversation
with friends. This year, through
associations with Crow brothers, she learned that the fraternity was in need of a sister
organization in order to be formally recognized because of the
Co-ed Mandate, and saw an opportunity.
The process began with a
meeting between three Omega
representatives and three Crow
representatives, plus the national representative of the fraternity in February. The
following week a general interest meeting, drawing about 1520 girls.
"I knew a lot of girls with
great ideas," said Young. The
idea spread by e-mail and basic
word of mouth. "Word got

around really fast," she added.
Young then held weekly
meetings, and by the Spring
Break cut-off point, had 38
committed students for Omega.
The sorority will center itself on
community service and health
issues.
"It's a good opportunity to do
something new and different for
the Trinity community and the
community at large," said
Christine Santacroce '03 , an
Omega sister.
The Crow brothers have been
involved through the entire process, as Omega has little power
before formally recognized on
campus. They have been
working with representatives
from the sorority in their effort to become an official organization.
Paperwork, including a list
of what the sorority is about
and how it will work with Alpha Chi Rho, has been submitted to Dean Card, however,
they have not yet heard back
from the Dean of Student's Office.
In an effort to make the formation process run more
smoothly, committee heads
have been appointed and com-

mittees formed for various disciplines including social aspects, community service, and
housing possibilities.
"We want to offer more social
opportunities than just parties.
If we had an endless supply of
money (which we don't), I'd like
to build a funhouse," Young offered. In reality, however, she
would like to plan activities
such as rock climbing trips or

"I didn't find anything that fit
me, and Omega seems to fit me.
1 was interested in doing something different."
In thinking to the future,
Omega is hoping to have a rush
in the fall. They will be looking
for girls who "are open to new
things, independent, motivated,
outgoing, and that want to give
back to the community," according to Young.

We want to offer more social opportunities.
If we had an endless supply of money, I'd
like to build a funhouse/' Lauren Young '03
bowling. "Fun stuff," she said.
"We want to change the stereotype of sororities," said
Young. Omega Nu Epsilon,
spelling ONE, means "growth
has no end." From this, the sisters generated their slogan,
"United in uniqueness."
Pia Bunton '03 looked into the
Greek system last year, but
chose not to pledge anywhere.

The sisters are also looking
into various housing possibilities.
There are juniors in the sorority interested in living off-campus; a committee has been
speaking with landlords in the
area; Crow hopes to have a
house by next Spring once it is
able to renew its charted and
there would be a possibility that

they share the house.
However, such plans will
come after the more basic tasks
of becomingan officially recognized organization.
While still very young, the
sorority has already received
criticism from the campus, accused of being "anti-drinking"
and "anti-sorority." Young responds that the sorority is focusing on things positive.
Santacroce adds, "We are not
being anti-any thing, but rather
pro-everything."
Progress in creating Omega
Nu Epsilon has moved rapidly
since February. "I think it had
been in the back of a lot of
people's minds," explained
Young. "Everyone just had this
energy."
The sisters of Omega have big
plans and hopes for the coming
year. "We want to incorporate
more things into the commu-.
nity," commented Young.
"We're trying to create a positive image of campus and on
campus."

Presidential Search
countinued from page one
sional search firm and (2) lay
out the specific make up of the
actual search committee
"The way things look it
should be the same as the last
search," said Scott Reynolds '63,
Secretary of the College and a
former Trustee.
Reynolds, who will serve as
the liaison between the College
and presidential candidates,
was confident that, like last
time, the Board would vote to
hire a search firm.
=The role of the search firm
is primarily administrative facilitating correspondence and
travel for the candidates. Trinity
is currently choosing from

Reynolds.
The Student Government Association will elect the two students who will sit on the search
committeejust as last time, students will be encouraged to petition the SGA stating their
reasons for wanting to be on the
search committee. The SGA
will then hold elections to determine the two students.
At the May Board meeting,
the Trustees will issue a formal
charge to the search committee
that will outline the criteria on
which the committee should
base its search.
Just what that charge might
be was unclear. "We have to
highlight 2 or 3 priorities that

The faculty has some great ideas about what
Trinity needs and what kind of president it
should have." - Scott Reynolds '63
among a pool of 20 proposals.
Johnson, who is staying on as
Trustee Chairman during the
search and possibly the transition, will most likely chair the
search committee. The rest of
the committee will consist of 7
Trustees, 5 faculty members and
2 students.
Reynolds will announce the
official breakdown of the committee on Thursday.
At that point, the faculty conference will hold elections to
choose its five members. It is
likely that the faculty committee will be spread across the disciplines.
The Faculty Conference,
which met last Thursday following the Johnson meeting,
will submit a written proposal
to the Trustees, possibly at the
May Board meeting, explaining
laying out its wishes for new
president. "The faculty has
some great ideas about what
Trinity needs and what kind of
president it should have," said

the community feels will warrant the attention of the next
president and then move from
there," said Johnson. But he
would not comment further,
saying, "at this early stage we are
deliberately trying not to focus
on a specific set of priorities" in
order to ensure as open-minded
a process as possible.
Reynolds said that the search.
committee could meet as early
as the middle of May and that
every effort was being made to
"get the applicant pool down to
20 or 30 candidates by September."
:
With the search committee
squared away in the next month
and a national search firm chosen around the same time, applications should begin to flow
in by September.
"By the January 2002 Trustees the committee will have
hopefully chosen two fully
qual if ied Candida tes along wi th
a recommendation of one," said
Johnson.

Your
Complete degree requirements and graduate sooner.
Explore a subject outside your major, or focus on a
challenging course without competing academic demands,
Choose from courses in more
than 100 different subjects,
taught by dynamic instructors
at UConn's convenient campuses statewide.
Our manageable six-week
sessions and flexible scheduling let you balance your
education with your job
and social life to make the
most of your summer.
Summer Session 1 begins the
week of May 21 at Avery Point
In Grofon, Hartford, Stamford,
Storrs, Torrington and Waterbury,
' Session 2 begins July 2. Pius, other
special date schedules available.
More information: 860-486-0465
Printed catalog: 800-622-9908 or guestmc@access.ced.uconn.edu
Online catalog and registration: continuingstudies.uconn.edu

University of
Connecticut
College of Continuing Studies
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Author Wendy Shalit To Address Sexual Modesty
The Newman Club Sponsors Discussion, "Sexual Modesty: Virtue or Hangup?,"on Tuesday, April24
BY ERICA MARTINSON

News Writer

"Do you have to be sexually
promiscuous to be fully liberated? If you don't sleep with a
man by the third date, does that
mean you have a hang-up about
sex?"
These are the types of ques-

right to set limits, to expect certain things before sexual intimacy, and "that doesn't make us
naive or weird." Shalit writes
that "the reason for modesty is
not shame, but to safeguard the
preciousness of true intimacy."
Shalit's talk will cover different areas of modesty. She will
explore the history of modesty
and the ways in which it has

"The reason for modesty is not shame, but
to safeguard the preciousness of true
intimacy." - Wendy Shalit
tions author Wendy Shalit
plans to address when she
comes to Trinity on Tuesday,
April 24. The author of A Return to Modesty: Discovering the
Lost Virtue.will speak on this
topic, asking, "Sexual Modesty:
Virtue or Hangup?"
In an event sponsored by the
Newman Club, and cosponsored by the President's Office,
the-Vice President of Student
Services, the Chapel, and
Intervarsity Christian Fellowship, Shalit comes to Trinity to
discuss the issues raised in her
1999 inquiry into the issue of
modesty.
Shalit contends that modesty
is indeed a virtue, and one chat
women today should be proud
of. It is "about preserving mystery and the erotic," and not repression.
Women can be modest and
tvot be prudes. They have the .

been misunderstood.
She will discuss the dating
and sexual patterns of today's
younger generation, as well as
whether or not casual sex is fulfilling or beneficial or even liberating.
Shalit is a graduate of Williams College, with a BA in philosophy. She is a contributing
editor for the quarterly magazine Cityjournal Sheisalsoan
essayist featured regularly in
the Wall Street Journal, Commentary, and other publications. Her first book, A Return to
Modesty: Discovering the Lost
Virtue, was first published in
1999.
Shalit, at 23, was hailed by
many critics for her new theory.
Florence King of the National
Re vtewsays of Shalit's book that
it is "wise, fresh, and funny,
sparkling with [al special brand
of astringent cViaim." Barbara

Dafoe
Whitehead
of
Commonweal contends that
Shatit "is one of a small but
growing band of twenty-something women writers who are
disenchanted with the sexual
revolution...bent on telling
grownups where they went
wrong. Weshould all pay heed."
Praise for the book details the
fresh way in which Shalit examines popular culture and
modesty's place within it. She
"quotes Cosmo and the great
philosophers, [and] outlines our
cultural malady and her prescription for recovery," says
Kristin Blair of Human Events.
Time says of Shalit that "her
book has touched a nerve in a
society overdosed on sex and
emerging from a most immodest year of sexual scandal. Shalit
defends... compellingly, "shame,
privacy, gallantry and sexual
reticence."
A reporter from the Florida
Port St. Lucie News writes that
"Shalit is clever, unafraid, and
outspoken, her voice is going to
be heard for a long time."
Shalit's theory calls for
women to be respected, rather
than used, to think of modesty
as a means to a life that is happier, and "more erotic" (Book list).
A lack of modesty has only
harmed women as a whole, and
Shalit wishes to bring back a
modicum of respect; that it is
"about mystery, innocence and
sexual reticence, about protecting romantic hope and vulnerability It's a natural instinct, a

lost idea" (Jewish Week).
She calls widely on philosophers and pop culture resources
to explore her ideas on modesty
and how to best mimplement

shyness are a woman's way of
telling the world that what she
hides is worth waiting to see.
That she is rare, not common."
Shalit will be discussing

"She quotes Cosmo and great philosophers,
outlines our cultural malady, and offers a
prescription for recovery" - Kristin Blair
them in order to advance
change.
It seems modesty would empower women, rather than hold
them back. The Baltimore Sun
cites that "modesty jaijd sexi&f|.l

these issues and addressing
whether modesty is indeed, a
"virtue or hangup" on Tuesday, April 24, at 7 PM in the
Washington Room of Mather

Ask the Question Marquis
Q: Dear Question Marquis: I'm a two-timer. My boyfriend doesn't know that I've been cheating on him. Anyway,
yesterday he told me he's hired a lawyer to help him legally change his name to...get this...the name of the guy I'm
cheating on him with! That's very screwed up. - Christina in NY
A: Um.. .you don't.. .perhaps.. .in that case...no. You must CHALLENGE.. .yourself-to a duel. Yes.
Q: Dear Question Marquis: Just the other day, I was at the library using the computer catalog thing, and this total stranger
stops and he acts all concerned and offers to help me. But I didn't need any help! I'm sick of people treating me like an idiot
just because I'm beautiful.—Kara in D.C.
fastos^i>~

Ask the Question Marquis is a sporadically produced
advice column, because pmper hvittg fakes time. It is to be
mail with a silly French accent. The vicira of the Question
Murtfitis are his alone and are in no way to he construed as
representative of his sponsor. Questia, you American pigs.

A: First of all, thank you for being beautiful. It takes courage. Now, I once overheard Descartes saying that it is not so much
that men think beautiful women are stupid, as that beautiful women make men stupid, and then they just try to talk to
them on their own level. But Rene would say anything to the girls at those singles salons, so who can say if it is true. I know
nothing of such things myself. In honesty, I have never been able to get past a beautiful woman's.. ,euh.. .beautifulness.. .to
even notice her intellect. But I will try to answer your question.
To begin with, anyone who insults your intelligence you must challenge to a duel. That goes without saying. But I must
ask, was this stranger an American? If so, that makes no sense for him to consider you stupid-it is as the pot calling the
other pot a kettle, or however that goes.

"Maybe this library is not the best place for you to meet people. My boudoir, on the
other hand, is a wonderful place to meet interesting people. People like...me'.'
But my real advice is this: Maybe this library is not the best place for you to meet people. My boudoir, on the other hand,
is a wonderful place to meet interesting people. People like.. .me. And while you're here, I can show you how to use Questia
to write a much more impressive research paper. And much more quickly-but please, do not feel the need to rush while
you are here. You, me, Questia, a bottle of Chateau d'Alembert. Sounds enticing, no? All those books andjournal articles
online, no need to skim the text or write your bibliography.. .oh, I cannot bear, it! Please, come over.

www.questia.com

*Priee subject to change. See web site fur current pricing. Internet access not
included, i'20Ut Questia Media, Inc. Questia, the Questia logotype,"Belter Papers.
Faster" the.Question Marquis, the Question Marquis signature, and the Question
Marquis question mark symbol are service marks of Questia Media, Inc.

questOa
Better Papers. Faster."
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Let off some Steam A new look at an old fave
BY KARA KLENK

Features Writer

Have you recently found yourself sitting in the Cave picking at your food and
wondering: I wonder where I could eat if
a few bucks magically appeared in my
bank account this weekend? Well, this
probably only applies to about half of
you since the other half is off the meal
plan anyway, but for those of you who
are looking for new restaurants to try in
Hartford, read on.
Downtown, on 942 Main Street to be
exact, Harford Advocate's choice for Best
Brewhouse, City Steam stands and welcomes anyone looking for a good meal, a
good beer, and a great atmosphere.
There is a great selection of lunch and
dinner fare at reasonable prices. Appetizers include potato skins, bruschetta,
quesadillas, and calimari and range in
price from $3-$8. For your meal, a variety of salads, sandwiches, wraps, pizza,
and specials is offered. The prices range
from around $8 for a sandwhich to $25
for a New York style sirloin steak.
I went to City Steam with a few friends
for an early Monday night dinner. We
were seated immediately, it wasn't too
crowded, and we had,excellent service.
The waitresses do not use trays because
of the stairs so if nothing else you can
still enjoy a good balancing act.
Between the five of us we split two appetizers, which are half price un til 7 p.m.,
potato skins and buffalo chicken. Both
very tasty. Then for dinner, everyone was
satisfied with their meals. A BUT, a Turkey Club, the Oven-Baked Vegetarian,
and the Cobb Salad were among our selections and are recommended by niy
dinner companions. Some meals came
with CitySteam's amazing waffle french
fries, which we collectively recommend.
The atmosphere at City Steam is kind

of like Cheers, as in
the show, not the real
Boston tourist trap. It's
a lot classier than our
favorite 80's TV bar
and even though not
everyone knows your
name, it's still a really
fun place to be.
For those of you
who are 21, City Steam
has a seperate bar area
and has a fine selection of beers including their very own
City Steam Ale. There
is also upstairs and
downstairs dining, a
separate room with
several pool tables,
smoking and nonsmoking seating, as
well as a comedy club.
Cit_y Steam boasts
some of the country's
most talented comedians performing at
the club Fridays at 9
p.m. and Saturdays at
8 p.m. and 11 p.m.
Food is served at the City Steam on I
comedy club.
The restaurant also offers private
rooms for 8 to 300 people as well as a
newly rennovated room which
accomodates groups as large as 200 for
dinner or cocktails.
City Steam is perfect for students to
unwind during the week or on weekends
if you want to have a good meal in a fun
place and not spend too much money.
Whether or not we are forced to eat
Marriot food next year, keep City Steam
in mind.
For updates on City Steam happenings check out www.citysteam.com or
call them at 525-1600.

THE HARTFORD
IS LOOKING FOR FOUR HIGH-ENERGY
INDIVIDUALS WHO ARE INTERESTED IN
BECOMING SUCCESSFUL

street provides great food and atmosphere for diners.

Sexual Assault Awareness

Survey urges Trinity students to rethink the issue
April is Sexual Assault Awareness
Month. Sexual Assault is a concern for
all students, and it can seriously harm
social situations of any kind. On
Wednesday night, at 7:00, Trinity will be
holding its Take Back the Night March,
to raise awareness about rape and sexual
violence. Trinity students may understand sexual assault better than some of
us think but we still need to remind you
of a few things:
• 78% of rape victims know their attacker. (33<& of men and 17% of women
got this question righ t - most of you were
close)
• Alcohol usually plays a role in date
rape. In one survey, 55% of female students, and 75%of male students involved
in acquaintance rape had been drinking
or using drugs at the time. (84% of men
and 76% of women answered correctly)
• Here at Trinity, 9% of students reported being "taken advantage of sexually" while drinking.
• Between _and 1/7 of all rapesinvolve
male victims. (100% of men and 98% of

FINANCIAL ANALYSTS
•

Are you a leader, with analytical experience
including financial modeling or econometrics

O

••• c o u r s e w o r k ?

• : Do you excel in a team environment, playing
well with others while providing leadership for
the other team members?
• Enjoy being considered self-motivated,
innovative and driven by results and
accomplishments?

women answered correctly)
Only 7% of rapists are homosexual
though, so rape is clearly not just about
sex.

Many states still have a Marital Rape
Exemption, which states that men who
rape their wives are not legally held accountable. Only 17 states and D.C have
removed these "marital privileges", and
these privileges are extended to unmarried cohabitants in 5 states, while Delaware extends rape immunity to dates. So
Be^varelaciiesTif ybugboh a date in Delaware, you could be raped and have no
legal recourse.
• All of you - 100% - knew that
spouses and boyfriends or girlfriends
could be raped by their partner.
So, enjoy yourselves as we near the end
of the year, but keep your drinking under control and keep an eye on all of your
friends. And, if you believe that rape and
sexual violence should stop, meet us on
the Cave Patio for the Take-Back the
Night March.
-RACHEL LIPMAN

Top Ten FutureAdministrative
Conspiracies Besides the
Mandatory Meal Plan
10. Those found in public with open alcoholic beverages ivill be flogged
on sight, and then forced to eat at the German Club table far the ...
remainder or their time at Trinity.
9. The netv cable channels will be riddled with subliminal messages
encouraging all frat boys to turn in their roofies at Mather Front Desk.
8. Tim Herbst will be battery-powered and remote-control operated by
the deans, much like a Furby.
7. CineStudio will only be allowed to show movies that feature evil
dictator protagonists.

RESUME DEADLINE - APRIL 18 TH
ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS APRIL 24 T H .

6. Prof. Kiener's classes will be limited to 80 people,
5. To curb smokingamong the student body, Nicorettepatches will be
mandatory before registering for classes.
4. In the spirit of'21 Jump Street, narcs will be implemented on
campus, joining your frats, waiting in line behind you at Pasta Night,
and clandestinely searching your room while asking for laundry
quraters. Watch out for white lighters.

Apply now at the Trinity College
Career Services Office Website
Search for - THE HARTFORD

3. Mather food will include massive quantities of St. John's Wort in
order to quash any impending rebellion, such as a strike run by the

The Hartford offers tuition reimbursement, internal career track
development programs and excellent benefits programs including
medical, dental, 401(k) and discounted auto & life insurance.
. We have many work/life programs, including on-site dry-cleaning,
medical staff including dental hygienists, discounts on Ford
automobiles and a host of other benefits.

KARA KLENK

aforementioned Furby.

•

, •'.•"• • •'.

2. Parking on campus will be entirely prohibited. In fact the only
private transportation allowed will be those annoying racer that your
little brother. p
£02

1. Administration will reap the benefits of student drug use by
establishing a drug cartel running out ofMeth labs in the Chemistry
building.
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Crisis in Burma: Activist Zar Ni Discusses Trouble
heroine number 4 and has flooded
neighboring Thailand with millions of
i * Editor-in-Chief
speed pills. Politically, the junta has been
de facto expelled from the International
On March30£hTrinit/s Human Rights Labor Organization on grounds that it
Program honored three Burmese educa- uses "pervasive forced labor" for ecotors, Ma Kihn Kihn Leh, Ye Tint, and Ma nomic development and during military
Thida Htwe at the Wadsworth Ath- offensives against the country's ethnic
eneum with Queen Rania Al-Abdullah minorities. In addition, it receives ano/Jordan in attendance. Burmese Human nual condemnation by the United NaRights Activist Zar Ni accepted the tions General Assembly for the past 10
awards on behalf of the three educators years for refusing to recognize the results
and recently spoke with the Tripod about of the 1990 democratic elections during
which the peoples of-Burma voted overthe present crisesin Burma.
whelming for Aung San Suu Kyi's National League for Democracy (NLD) and
Tripod: Describe the situation in rejected military's 3-decade rule. Faced
Burma.
with growing international sanctions
Zar Ni: Thanks largely to the State including the standing US investment
Peace and Development Council or the sanctions and unable to annihilate the
ruling militaryjunta, Burma is in a seri- domestic, democratic opposition led by
ous crisis. By the junta's own admission, NLD, the junta has been forced into diathe country faces one of the world's larg- logue with the leader of the democracy
est AIDS problems. In part because the movement Aung San Suu Kyi. But many
country is one of the world's poorest with Burmese dissidents in the movement
per capita income of less than $200 and believe that the dialogue is the junta's latin part because the military allocates est ploy to buy more time, to ease interless than 2 per cent of the national bud- national condemnation, and to attract
get for health and social services, the much-needed international developAIDS problem is approaching a crisis ment aid.
point. The junta admits that it cannot
afford the cost of HIV testing (about $1.80
—one dollar eighty
T: How did you get involved in the
cent—). Educationally, the post-1988 fight for democracy and human rights
generation has been wasted education- in Burma?
ZN: Originally, I had no interest in
ally solely because the junta has shut
down most institutions of higher learn- politics. I left Burma on the eve of proing throughout the country for fear of democracy uprisings in 1988. I came to
campus pro-democracy activism of uni- the US as a student who was solely inversity students. The junta opened uni- terested in doing a graduate studies in
versitiesand colleges for only 30 months education. What pulled me into the deout of the past 13 years since the 1988 mocracy movement was the TV broadpro-democracy popular uprisings initi- cast images on NHK, Japan's PBS, of
ated by the students. Under the present peacefully demonstrating, young chilmilitary regime which has struck deals dren and students being slaughtered on
with drug war lords along Thai-Burmese the streets of Rangoon by the junta's
borders, Burma ,has replaced Afghani- troops. At the time (August 1988), 1 was
stan as the world's largest producer of in Japan visiting my close Burmese
JAMES CABOT

ummtmam
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Professor of Religion Ellison Findly and Burmese human rights activist, Zar Ni.

friend who was going to school in Tokyo. are actually people in the free world that
When we saw the broadcast of these im- care about those who are in bondage.
ages on TV, we were about to eat dinner. Generally, people tend to write off moral
During the half hour broadcas t, we were and symbolic support such as Trinity's
crying and sobbing, extremely outraged awards. The truth is if you are in a prison
and saddened simultaneously. After like situation, any form of acknowledgthat, I decided that evening, 1 decided ment and support, even if they are symthat I wanted to be involved in the move- bolic and moral gestures, go a long way
ment to end political repression in my in sustaining our spirit. The public in
native country. I was among the group Burma including the families, relatives,
of Burmese in Japan who organized the and friends of award recipients get their
first pro-democracy protests there. news from radio broadcasts including
When I started my studies the Univer- the Voice of America, Radio Free Asia
sity of California at Davis in January Burmese language service, BBC Burmese
1989,1 came to contact with the older Service, etc. So when they learn about
generation of Burmese dissidents in ex- the fact that their plight is not forgotten
ile who lived in San Francisco Bay Area. gives them some hope. This is not to say
That was the beginning of my grassroots that the Burmese people inside Burma
Burma activism in the United States.
are naive to think that outside powers are
going to come in and end their sufferings.
T: How many Burmese dissidents-in- From an activist's view point, these
exile are there and what countries are awards help us educate the
they in?

" •«•-'•",•«•»*' • . - r - ' . a t M * ^ . * * " * *

ZN; I don't think we have an exact
number. Definitely, not as many as the
Tamils or Palestinians, or the Irish supporters of Sinn Fein. But I would say the
largest concentration of our fellow dissidents are in Thailand, India,
Bangladesh, Australia, Japan, United
States, Canada, United Kingdom, and
New Zealand. There are also smaller
numbers scattered around the world.
T: What has been the strategy of activists such as yourself in opposing the military regime?
ZN: There is no single strategy we as a
movement pursue although generally
NLD supporters including myself adhere to non-violence philosophy. There
are marginal dissident groups and individuals who are still armed and they
operate along Thai- and Indian-Burmese
borders. But activists who are in western, industrialized democracies such as
the United States, we model our activism
on South Africa's international
grassroots movement aiming to cut of
the financial support that the Burmese
junta is receiving from foreign investment, international aid from IMF, World
Bank, and Asian Development Bank, as
well as unilateral loans from individual
governmentssuch asJapan. Just like any
significant organized action, oppression
needs economic/financial base. So we
have been working to cut off the junta's
lifeline — dollars. We do this economic
activism though public education, information dissemination, shareholder resolutions by universities and other
institutions, consumer boycotts, nonviolent direct actions, and the good old
divestment by universities, churches,
professional organizations, municipalities and other relevant social and cultural organizations.
T: What does receiving the first Trinity Human Rights Award mean to those
that are fighting for human rights and
democracy in Burma?
ZN: It's like getting a shot in the arm.
It boosts our morale thinking that there

and, perhaps, equally important, makes
"Free Burma" activism attractive to politically and socially conscious students
and community members in different
countries. Ideally, it would be great to
create a world in which we need no human rights awards indicating that there
is no need to promote human rights activism precisely because governments in
that world would recognize human
rights as inalienable and accordingly
safeguard, instead of violate, them.
T: What is the official US position on
Burma? Has George W. Bush modified
previous positions?
ZN: Due in part to the escalating political repression and in part to the growing popularity of Free Burma activism
in the United States, the United States
enacted a sanctions law barring no new
US investments in Burma in 1997. This
measure enjoys bipartisan support and
it is still in place. The Cheney-Bush administration is on record that it is not terribly fond of using economic sanctions
as a viable foreign policy tool. Also prior
to becoming Vice-President, Dick
Cheney headed the Texas-based
Halliburton oil company which has
strong ties to and business with Burmese
murderous regime. So we are a bit concerned that the current administration
may not continue with the existing sanction policies toward Burma. Recently,
supporters of Burmese democracy
movement at Congress, specifically
about 35 Senators, both democrats and
republicans, signed a letter to George W.
Bush urging him to maintain sanctions
against Burmese generals.
T: How can Trinity students learn
more about Burma and become involved
in opposing the regime?
ZN: They can visit our website at
wwwfreeburmacoalition.org and contact us at info@freeburmacoalition.org
We definitely need whatever support the
Trinity communit, students, but also administrators, staffs, and professors, can
lend us.
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Joey Ramone dies at 49
B Y STEPHEN BAXTER

Features Writer

Joey Ramone, one part of the
punk rock band The Ramones,
died on Sunday in New York
City at the age of 49. The cause
was lymphatic cancer, which he
had been battling since 1995.
Ramone, bornjeff rey Hyman on
May 19,1952, was the lead singer
and frontman of The Ramones.
His style and punk aesthetic defined the punk era and caused a
fundamental shift in Rock.
Formed in 1974 in Queens,
New York, The Ramones are
considered one of the first punk
bands. The frenetic and fastpaced 4-chord style of song
writing astounded many, and Lymphatic cancer claims the life of punk
their style barely changed in the rock's pioneers, Joey Ramone.
22-year span of the group. Their
influence on Rock music and
musicians is incalculable in America Corman film called "Rock and Roll High
and abroad. Touring in England in their School". The group paid homage to the
early years they inspired British groups '50s greasers who inspired the ripped
such as The Sex Pistols and The Clash, jeans and leather jackets that the band
and later influenced artists as diverse as wore religiously.
The group earned a residency at the
Nirvana and U2.
While their hits fared better in En- wild CBGB club in New York in the
gland, The Ramones enjoyed some main- 1970's, toured for nearly 20 years, and restream success in America with songs leased over seven albums Ramone's
like "I Wanna Be Sedated," "Rock n Roll death, on the 25-year anniversary of
High School," and "Sheena is a Punk punk, marks the end of an era in punk
Rocker". The group recorded with Phil rock music. He is survived by his
Spectpr, and in 1979 released a Roger brother, Mickey Leigh, and his mother.

Community Service
Activists of the Week:
mma
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Psychic
PsaRa's
Mystical Tarzot
VIRGO

PISCES

AUG 25-SETT 2.2

FE.5 19 - MAK 20

I know you are getting worn down
with all of this end of the year work
but keep your chin up, it's all going
to clear up soon enough and you will
find yourself reveling in the drunken
joys of Spring Weekend before you
know it. The stars have not told me
yet who will be playing but it probably won't evenmatter, so finish up
and prepare for future party plans.

J^

5LFT25-OCT22

Hey it might be time to figure out
what you are doing this summer. Take
your resume out from underneath
that pile of crap and dust it off or you
may find yourself bagging groceries
in your home town this summer.
Check out Career Services or call up
some connections and try to secure a
fun summer opportunity for yourself,
it's coming up sooner than you think.

ScoRno
OCT25-NOV21
The boredom of Easter weekend has
left Scorpios itching to rock out this
weekend. Go nuts but watch out, 1 see
something anywhere from semiembarassing to hugely humiliating
occurring in your life this weekend so
just make sure to watch the booze and
try to think before you speak.

It seems you are spending a lot of time
with one person this semester and it
seems to be affecting not only your
.relationship with this person, but
your school work and time with
friends as well. Try taking a bit of a
break and at least allowing for some
time with friends to reassure them
that A) you are alive and B) you're interested in spending some time with
them.
..
• '

-JonProsnit

ARIES
MAR 21 -APR [9

±_

SAGITTARIUS
NOV22-DE.C21

Tlv Community Activist iui the Weuk is the Kappa Kappa Gamma scrorU) kappa ha» di*\oted numerous projects towa/ds Com'inanity Service
throughout the year culminating in last weeks annual Hunger Clean Up
kappa biouglu more than 30 members to the huiigei d « n up the most of
any othei oi garuzation on campus Kappa volunteered at Knox Park and pood
Share
;..
'
- *, -,
'" • ,
Kappa has alto dedicated itself to Community Service in other iorms They
have worked with school sponsored events :>uch as Halloween on Vernon Street,
the Hunger Clean Up and Eun Fair as well as established an ongoing relationship vvith the Connecticut Childien's Hospital Kappa also has three active
membeis m COLT, Trinity's main community service organization on campus, including Jcnn Mann, Kappa's community service ch<ur "* .'.

With summer just around the corner,
its time to evaluate your current romantic relationship and see where it
is going to stand over the summer. It
will be a test to do something together
over the summer but the relationship
could cease and desist if you head to
different parts of the world. Not that
you can't do it, it's just something to
consider and perhaps discuss.

CAPRICORN
DE.C22-JAN 1?
Are you going crazy in Hartford?
More likely its just Trinity. Try to get
off campus this week, perhaps you
could head to the Wadsworth, eat
downtown, or even just take in a
movie. It nice, and definitely necessary, to get off campus once in a while
to clear your head and it put things in
perspective to interact with people
besides the 1800 you see every day.

Your alcohol habits are bordering on
dangerous. We all like to take the edge
off on the weekends but you are having at least two or three teary confessionals per week followed by mass
amounts of food consumption and frequent memory loss. To a certain extent
I congratulate you for making the best
of your social life, but just chill out a
little with the black-out drinking.
^

TAURUS
ACR 20 - MAY 20

So your final exam schedule looks
pretty sweet. A few final papers and
.only one test, lucky?yqu. Just keep in
mind that some of your friends don't
have it as easy as you and are stressing
out. Try to do something nice for one
of your friends who is struggling with
a heavy load and that way you can
both party together come semester's
end.
GEMINI
MAY 2! -JUN2O

You Gems tend to change your minds
constantly, wreaking havoc on your
more stable friends. Stop bugging your
friends with petty life problems! Yes
your friends are required as friends to
be there for you but you need to realize that contrary to what Mom has
told you, the world does not revolve
around you and friends have better
things to do than help you pick out a
good outfit for lunch at the Cave.
CANCER

X1N21-JUL22
You are confused about what to do this
summer but never fear. Try to think of
a place where you want to be and realize that these college summers are
probably the only time in your life
where you can do (almost) whatever
you want. Where do you want to be?
With who? Consider everything before making decisions.

LEO

lNT€fl€ST€D IN UJRITING A FCATURCS
FOR TH€ TfllPOD?
IF VOU Hf»V€ ATT€ND€D SIN INT€R€STING L€C"
TUR€ OH UJflNT TO UJRIT€ ABOUT SOMCTHING
Mm AND FUN HAPPCNSNG ON CAMPUS* UJ«?ST€
TO TH€ TIPOD AT TRIPOD@TilSNCOlL.iDU.

•. AQUARIUS
JAN2O-TLB 13
Things are definitely going your
way this week, the sun is out (maybe),
your feelin good and lookin great, and
everything is going your way. Am 1
wrong? If so, oops. No but seriously,
things are either going really well for
you or are about to so don't feel.defeated, classes are over soon and the
games will begin.

JUL23-AUG22
Its time for you to quit that pesky
habit that you've been thinking about.
Whether it is smoking, casual sex, or
flossing, it may not be January 1st but
its never too late to make a resolution
to better your mental health, if not
your physical. Good luck, it may,be
hard at first but I know you can do it,
and if I have faith in you, well that's
something.

Connecticut Beverage Mart
Your one stop for Connecticut's finest
Wines and Liquors
These are just a few of our everyday low prices. Come in
and talk to us - someone is always available to help with
your part planning needs!
Beer
Bud, Bud Light, or Bud Ice3o pack
Red Dog 30 pack
Milwaukee's Best regular or Light
Schlitz suitcase

$16.99
$ 11.99
$ 8.99
$ 23.99

Wine
Beringer White Zinfandel
f «3U m i . D o t x i e .••••«•••••••»•••••*••••••••••••••.•.•.•«*...«•..«••*..**«.*««*.....•*.«.«**>. 4/ *j**j\j

Vendage Chardonay
A.JJ i i t e r DOT t i e •..•..*•....*.•....•••*.••.•.•.•.....•.*......•«*•.*.•...•........«.•••....*. *p * •

Woodbridge
Cabernet, Chardonnay, Merlot 1.5 liter bottle ..*................$ 12.99
Zinfandel, Sauvignon Blanc, White Zinfandel 1.5 liter ..$ 9.99

Liquor
Absolut Vodka 1.75 liter bottle
$ 27.99
Ketel One Vodka 1.75 liter bottle
$ 29.99
Bombay Sapphire Gin 1.75 liter bottle
$ 34.99
Dewar's Scotch 1.75 liter bottle
$ 35.99
Jack Daniels Whiskey 1.75 liter bottle
$ 30.99
Bacardi Rum Silver or Amber 1.75 liter bottle................. $ 18.99

Please call for kegs of beer* We can usually supply any
available keg the day after it is ordered when you order
Monday through Thursday. Keg orders for the weekend
must be in by the Thursday evening before the weekend
you need your keg. Please pick up kegs before 7:30 pm.

H&L PhCKhGC STORC
219 ZIOM STRKT
HERTFORD, CT O61O6
860-247-9138

We Sell Kegs $41.99 and up
30 packs of Beer $11.99 $17.99
Tbdka
1/2 Gallon $10.99-$32.99
Gin
• - . l/2.Gallon$lL9a7$32.9a...^...
Rum
1/2 Gallon $13.99-23.99
Whiskey Blend, Bourbon
1/2 Gallon $12.99 $31.99
Wines
White Zinfandel 1.5 liter from $6.99
5 liter box $9.99 and up
MWOR CR0IT CP\RD9
- MUST &€ 21 Y^^RS OR OLDCR TO PURCHfVK ALCOHOL. DRII/€RS
OfiLY. SORRY, HO SCHOOL ID'S. fhl% OR /1LTCR0 LICCf1C€S WILL K COMHSC^T0

;

i
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Safety.Jnside and Outside Confronts Our Fears
Performance Class and Other Community Members Present the Challenging Piece
ter.
The show, Sqfety.Jnside and Outside
Arts Editor
has been put together as a collaborative
effort between Theater/Dance Professor
What is it that makes you feel safe? Is Robbie McCauley and her Introduction
it your size? Your friends? Your guns (or to Performance class. The piece, her last
weapons) if you have them? Is it being at Trinity, was written and directed by
at Trinity here in sunny Hartford?
McCauley as well.
Or maybe you don't really feel safe at
Last year McCauley coordinated the
all. But what is it that you are afraid of Intro to Theater Arts plays and directed
then? Is it the muggings? Is it the race Spell #7. Next semester McCauley will
relations? Or maybe the accessibility of no longer be at Trinity, but in her two
firearms?
years here she has made an impact on the
These are serious questions; they are theater community. Her swan song here
going to be dealt with in a serious man- will be no different.
The class has had guests throughout
ner this Thursday, Friday and Saturday
at GarmanyHallin the Austin Arts Cen- the semester come in and talk about the
race relations
in Hartford.
Other themes
discussed, and
subsequently
brought up in
the piece are
community/
police relations, and the
changing state
of the city of
Hartford. One
situation that
runs throughout all of this
was the shooting of fourteen
year-old African American
Aquan Salmon.
"While the play
goes in many
COURTESY AUSTIN 4 RTS CEM1LK
directions, it
finds its base in
Robbie McCauley's Safety.Jnside and Outside
situation.
features Trinity students and communitymembers.
BY ADRIAN KUDLER

K I PAST Of II,

NEW YORK, N M YORK

It is a very serious topic, but the play is
intelligent enough to look at the state of
affairs from many angles. It is thoughtprovoking theater that will no doubt
leave the audience a little uneasy.
One of the purposes of the show, however, is to make the viewer think. If
people leave the theater talking about
what they have seen, then the piece can
be judged as a success.
But the impact that the cast and crew
are looking for is not an ephemeral one;
they want the audience to experience
something the night of the show similar
to what they experienced making the
work.
"This show has provided an opportunity to discuss the problems Trinity faces
with people not directly associated with

"It is one thing to sit and read a script and come up
with a character, but when you are sitting there looking
at the guy who you are portray ing...you just don't
want to screw up, or lose the meaning in his words,"
- James Porter
the problem. [Being in Safety] has been a
great forum to hear the stories of personal experience from the community
that you wouldn't hear in normal
academia," says Lindsay Schneider '04, a
member of the Performance class.
The set has been described as "theater
in the (almost) round." The players must,
cater to the audience all around them. At
one end of Garmany Hall will be
Trinity's gate, and at the other will be the
tenements of the streets of Hartford.
This symbolizes the tenuous "safety" of
Trinity's gate The questions, of safety
fruiy IfTert'ffiMnsiaf SMI*!?""""""
Trinity
The subject matter of the show is
about things that are entirely normal to
Trinity students, like Zion Street,
Trinity's football team, and other everyday occurrences. But there are other elements of Hartford that the students

Arts Writer

Call 800-343-9999 or visit Greyhound.com

and come up with a character, but when
you are sitting there looking at the guy
who you are portraying...you just don't
want to screw up, or lose the meaning in
his words," says James Porter '04.
While this is one the major challenges
faced by the performers, there are others
as well. Sasha Bratt '03 explains, "One of
the hard things about doing political theater is that you know you might offend
someone. You want to do the best you
can as an actor and totally take on a role,
but if that role is inflammatory, you don't
want to be blamed for that."
Safety.Jnside and Outside will be at 8:00
pm, while the Saturday show is at 6:00
pm and will be followed by conversation
with the performers and community
members. Admission will be free with a
Trinity ID; gener.al;$8, students and seniors $5.

"Traces of Memory"
Reveals and Evokes
BY RACHEL WORRELL

Take a Peter Pan/Greyhound bus to New York. One leaves
every hour. Think about it if you want, catch the next one. Sure
beats hanging around here reading postersforentertainment.

might not be as familiar with.
One of these is the racial divide that
has historically existed in Hartford.
Some of the script is actually testimony
and paraphrasing from the community
members who spoke to the class.
One of the most intriguing parts of the
show is that, aside from the Intro to Performance class members and some other
Trinity artists, three members of the
community will be participating in the
performance as well. They will be speaking as themselves and from their personal experiences. Part of their speeches
that they have provided in the classes
will be shared with the actors. This
brought in a whole new dimension for
some of the actors.
"It is one thing to sit and read a script

Katie Matus '01 framed her Senior
Thesis Exhibition, "Traces of Memory,"
around childhood photographs of her
and her family. The show, which opened
yesterday at the new Broad Street Gallery, was made up of six paintings and
three paintings that explored the theme
of reexperiencing the past.
Matus' painting technique is an interesting and creative one. She takes photographs and projects them onto her
canvas, tracing only the outlines of the
figures. She then uses oil paints in a glaz-

ture images of childhood. Because of the
use of faceless and otherwise unidentifiable bodies, Matus intends for everybody to be able to find meaning and their
own memories in her subjects.
Standouts in "Traces of Memory" include "Life's Projections," in which several people relax on a beach. The piece is
abstract due to Matus' signature silhouettes, and the actions of the people are
anonymous, but universal. "Circus Fire"
is also an intriguing piece. It is filled with
vibrant colors, yellows and reds reminiscent of the fire of the title.
Another particular evocative painting
is one that features three women sitting
at a table. Smaller female figures in the

The original germinations of thisparticular show began
last spring, and Matus has been hard at work all
semester bringing her vision to reality

GREYHOUND.

ing method to outline and enhance the
silhouettes in the pictures. Glazing is a
style in which the artist layers translucent oil paints on top of one another, so
that all the colors appear to the viewer.
Matus' paintings were filled with yellows on reds with milky covers, all serving to give her pieces a dreamy quality.
The purpose of the small exhibit is for
both Matus and her audience to recap-

background bounce on a wooden fence,
their reflections shining up from the
table inside.
Perhaps the most touching piece in the
exhibit is the one that comes from a
photo of Matus' first communion. The
artist has used the same figure, duplicated three times to represent three different young girls, as they stand in a
see MATUS'on page fifteen
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Matus' Senior Thesis at
Broad Street Gallery
On Monday, April 23, Tim O'Brien
'01, Matthew Williams '04 and
David Wilson '03 present their original musical compositions. The performance is the end product of the
composition seminar taught by Professor of Music Douglas B. Johnson.
It will be at 8:00 pm in Austin Arts
Center's Goodwin Theater.

The sophomore InterArts students
culminate two years of study tonight
with their presentation of The Lion,
the Witch and the Wardrobe. The
non-traditional play is an interpretation of the popular CS Lewis book
The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe from his lauded Narnia series.
Each student has taken a sequence in
the story and interpreted in their
own way, incorporating aspects of
movement, music and theater. There
will be two performances today at
Seabury 19 at 5:00 and 8:00 pm.

contin uedfrom page fourteen
church.
"Traces of Memory" is a beautiful culmination of four years worth of Studio
Arts work for Katie Matus. The original

complement to the cozy space of the
Broad Street Gallery.
The gallery is located at 1283 Broad
Street and will be open for viewing of
"Traces of Memory" from 4:00 to 6:00 pm

The purpose of the exhibit is for both Matus and her
audience to recapture images of childhood through
the use of faceless and otherwise unidentifiable bodies.
There's lots of good stuff coming
up at Cinestudio this week. Goya in
Bordeaux plays Wednesday at 7:30
pm. Carlos Saura, the director of
Tango and Flamenco, recreates
scenes from visionary 18th century
Spanish painer Francisco Goya's life.
The film is a beautifully filmed
homage to the exiled Goya. The
Academy Award winning Chocolat
will show on Friday and Saturday,
at 7:30 both nights, and at 2:30 on
Saturday. This modern-day fairy
tale tells the story of a single mother
played by Juliette Binoche, who
moves to the provinces of 1950s
France and opens a chocolate shop,
changing the lives of everyone in the
small town. Both films are great escapes from contemporary America.

germinations of this particular show
began last spring, and Matus has been
hard at work all semester bringing her
vision to reality.
The pieces are all large, approximately
three by five feet each, and are a perfect

today, 4:30 to 6:00 pm on Thursday, and
on Saturday from 2:00 to 4:00 pm. Matus'
exhibit is well worth seeing, for its recollections of the artists' own childhood,
and for its ability to evoke similar memories from its viewers.

MAUREEN WELCH

A work in progress that appeared in its final form in Katie
Matus' Senior Thesis Exhibition "Traces of Memory."

: opened by Mori Stulez

Where: University of Hartford
When-. April 20, 2001
Tickets 30 on sale March 21, 2001
$18.00 -$20.00 at the door
Available at the Lincoln Theater Box Off ice
(860)7684228 '
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(flfaout) Ten Questions for Tripods Artist of the UUeek
Senior Studio Arts Major Eric Rautio Speaks A bout Art, his own Work and the Zig
BY ADRIAN G. KUDLER

Arts Editor

how my paintings ended up, and the response from people who saw it was very
encouraging.

What kind of work have you focused
Eric Rautio '01 is a Studio Arts major
who works in several different mediums, on during your tenure at Trinity?
My major concentration is painting,
including paint on canvas andfascinatingsculpturesinvolving various machine but the Trinity studio arts program requires that you get at least a basic underparts.
His senior exhibition opened recently standing of all the important media,
at the newBroad Street Galleryshowcas- such as painting, sculpture and
ing several pieces of his work, mostly in- printmaking, so I have a pretty mixed
volving photography and painting. The portfolio.
openinggotagreatreception,andRautio's
work proved both provocative and visu- Is there any particular subject that inspires you? What is your work about?
ally pleasing.
1 am a big fan of technology, both as a
tool to make art and as a subject matter.
Why do you make art?
I have always been into the graphical/ Much of my work last year was simply
visual aspect of things, and 1 really en- abstracted images derived from circuit
joy the challenge of working with differ- boards and other electronic components,
and it has made a big impression on my
ent materials and techniques.
While I am interested in many differ- recent work.
It is hard to give a comprehensive anent subjects, art is a very intuitive and
natural thing for me, and probably the swer to the question of what my work is
only thing I can imagine doing for a liv- about, I am still at the point where I think
ing and not getting bored with. There is I need to learn more before making a
also very little heavy lifting involved, commitment to any one subject or mewhich is a plus.
dia.
ADRIAN G. KUDLER

"While 1 am interested in many different subjects,art
is a very intuitive and natural thing for me, and
probably the only thing I can imagine doing for a
living and not getting bored with."
Tell us about your show at the Broad
Street Gallery.
It was my senior exh ibi tion, composed
of six large paintings I did this semester,
which dealt with building coherent and
complex images usmgdLgitalphotosand
lots of layering 1 was pretty happy with

Do you have a favorite piece of your
own? Someone else?
I don't really have any favorite pieces,
I just like any piece of art that is well
excecuted and gets its message across,
however personal or abstract that message is.

Eric Rautio '01 makes cool art with digital photography and
machine parts, doesn't approve of hunting or trespassing.

What are your plans for the future?
I'm going to take a year off school and
find some temporary job while I work on
my portfolio so I can apply to graduate
school next year.
After that, who knows, maybe I'll get
into design work and make art in my
spare time.

sure there is.
I have a certain affinity for nailguns,
they've got better range and infinitely
more potential for mischief.

Someone set us up the bomb. Are all
your base are belong to us?
I hold the dubious honor of remembering that line from playing the game
Is there anything better than a hot it was from [ZeroWing Dubl So, make
glue gun? We here at the Tripod aren't your time.

FREE" 1-WEEK TRIAL

HEROES (Hot or Cold)

with your choice of lettuce, tomato, onions, peppers, olives, mushrooms,
mayo, BBQ sauce, hot peppers, oil, vinegar, mustard, ketchup,

Philly Cheese Steak
Philly Cheese Steak w/Bacon
Philly Cheese Steak w/Extra Steak
Chicken Parmigiana

.Eggplan,LP..arqtgia.na, ....„...,

..,.„...„

Meatball Parmigiana .,.„.,....,..,,....
Ham, Salami, Cheese .........
Ham & Cheese
,
Turkey & Cheese
Tuna & Cheese
Veggie & Cheese
Pepperoni & Cheese
Salami &Cheese
Chicken Sandwich &Cheese.. ,
Grilled Turkey, Bacon & Cheese
BU&Cheese
Grilled Ham & Cheese

,

,
'.

$5,50
,. $6.25
$7.45
$5.15

,,,..,$5,.15
$5.15
$5.40
$5.15
$5.15
$5.15
$4.50
$5.40
..$4.90
$5.65
$6.00
....$4.25
$4,90

DINNERS
served w/garlic bread w/cheese
• Lasagna • Manicotti • Ravioli • Stuffed Shells *
$6.30 (with Meat - $1.00 extra)

AH prices do not include tax,
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Around
Trinity
I Have Misplaced My Pants.-,
A frat party built around the theme
of taking off one's pants? As one
partygoer questioned while soberly observing the 7th night of Passover, how is
this night different from all other nights?

Jesus Wasn't the Only Thing to
Rise Again
In the interest of giving credit where
due, AT would like to commend the many
Trin campers who awakened to attend
10 o'clock Mass on Easter Sunday. AT
would also like to take this opportunity
to offer a brief lesson in etiquette.
When awakening in a post-party
state, it is the wise and gracious thing to
do to allow oneself recovery time before
rejoiningsociety. Those doubting the wisdom of this advice were clearly not
present Sunday morning.
It seems one of Trinity's own failed
to recognize the need for this recovery
time. In the middle of the service, amidst
a crowded pew, she vomited. Unobtrusive as she tried to make it, this was not
an easy thing to hide. Those seated in the
opposite pews were burdened with the
task of watching the horror unfold while
those in the immediate vicinity attempted futilely to move among the
crowded rows.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Administrators Take Note...
A bit of Trinity lore lost its mystique
this week when the identity of the Senior
Brunch bandit was revealed. The previously unnamed hooligan has been credited with the hurling of a couch off a
second floor balcony during the
celebratory brunch. Recently, when
speculation as to his identity began on the
Jolt, he was quick to confirm suspicions
and claim responsibility.
Armed with all the information
needed to lambast this Jackass wanna be
the Administration has sprung into action. They have researched the files kept
on the young man in question and, based
on his history at the school, found some
redeeming quality in his lineage.

A Job Well Done
AT was making our way through the
hallways late Monday night when we
were approached by a young in high spirits. As we drew closer and prepared to exchange greetings the young man broke
into a still wider smile, announced "I just
got a blow job!" and continued on his way
leaving AT behind, bemused.

17,2001

LECTURES
Wednesday, April 18

12:00 PM

On Wednesday, 18 April from 12:00 Noon to 1:30
P.M., Gallows Hill Bookstore will honor Dr. jean
Cadogan and Dr. David Cruz-Uribe with a
booksigning. Dr. Cadogan, Assistant Professor of
Fine Arts at Trinity College, will sign copies of
"Domenico Ghirlandaio: Artist and Artisan (Yale
University Press, 2001). Catered and open to the
public. Admission is free.

Wednesday, April 18

4:10 PM

The Trinity College Global Scholars Program
in conjunction with the Comparative Economics
Reading Group presents a lecture by Professor
Malcom Sawyer (University of Leeds, UK) on "The
Recent Performance of the Euro" in McCook Auditorium. All are welcome.

Wednesday, April 18

4:30 PM

There will be a fiction reading by author Mark
Weindgardner in the Resese Room, Smith
Alumni Faculty Lounge. Admission is free.

Thursday, April 19

4:15 PM

A German Sitcom
The Department of Modern Languages and
Literature invites you to "Alex & Ali- A German
Sitcom -International Activismthrough Creative
Writing," A Presentation by Thomas J. D.
Armbrecht, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of French
at College of William & Mary, on Tuesday, April
17, at 6:30 PM in Hamlin Dining Hall. Food and
Drink provided. Sponsored by TCCTR. For more
information, call Prof. Evelein @ 297-2490

Safety.-.Inside and Out
The Orignial piece exploring the police, community, compassion and brutality, "Saf tey...Inside
and Out" will be presented on Thursday and Friday, April 19 and 20 at 8:00PM in Garmany Hall,
Austin Arts Center. Developed by Robbie
McCauley, assitant professor of theater and dance.
Free tickets with Trinity ID; $8 general, $5 students and 60+.

Chamber Ensembles and Private
Lessons Recital

There wil 1 be a special bio seminar by Dc Anne
Simon, Professor of Cell Biology and Molecular
Genetics at the University of Maryland on "The
Replication of a Model RNA Virus." Located in
LSC134. Refreshments will be served at 3:45 PM
in the LSC Library.

The Chamber Ensembles and Private Lessons
Recital will be presented by student vocalists and
instrumentalists on Saturday, April 21 at 3:30 PM
in the Goodwin Theater, Austin Arts Center. Admission is free.

Thursday, April 19

The Trinity College Concert Choir will perform
their spring concert, featuring Leonard
Bernstein's Chichester Psalms with organ, harp
and percussion on Sunday, April 22 at 8:00 PM in
the Trinity Chapel. Conducted by Floyd Higgins.
Admission is free.

5:00 PM

"The Right To Health: the Relevance of the Convention on the Rights of the Child for U.S. Domestic Policy and the Impact of U.N. Imposed
Sanctions in the Health of Iraqui Children" will
be presented as part of the International Human
Rights Lecture Series by Dr. Jennifer Kasper and
co-founder of St. Martin De Porres Catholic
Worker House of Hospitality Christopher AllenDoucot. Admission is free. Located in the Wean
Terrace Room B, Mather Hall.

Thursday, April 19

7:30 PM

There will be a talk given by Anne Simon, the
Mary AT hopes the Buster Bunny brough l
you some chicken and cheeseand a bottle
of Advil.

THE TRINITY TRIPOD - APRIL

Science Behind the X-Files, at Trinity College, Life
Science Auditorium. Dr. Simon is the science advisor for the TV series "The X-Files."

Friday, April 20

3:00 PM

Professor Mark Silverman of Trinity College
presents the physics seminar "Shedding Light oon
Dark Matter" in McCook 106 at 3:00 PM.

CHOCOLAT

Trinity College Concert Choir

Composer's Concert
The Composer's Concert will take place on
Monday, April 23 at 8:00 PM in the Goodwin Theater, Autin Arts Center. It features compositions
by students in the compositions seminar.

Senior Recital
Jazz PUjtijt Alexander MacKenzie, Trinity Coli*e"fe s*SnWwtlr present his seftfdr recital on
Thursday, April 26 at 8:00 PM in Garmany Hall,
Austin Arts Center. Soprano Jennie Noakes, also
a Trinity College senior, will perform her senior
recital on Friday, April 27 at 8:00 PM in Garmany"
Hall. Admission to both p e r f t t S f

Thurs. - Sat, April 19-21
Sat.,April21

7:30 PM
2:30 PM

(France/US, 2000) Directed by Lasse Hallstrom. Screenplay by Robert Nelson, based on the novel by Joanne
Harris. Cast: Juliette Binochejohnny Depp, Judi Dench, Alfred Molina, Lena Olin, Leslie Caron. What exactly was it that the ancient Aztecs unleashed when they started serving up chocolate as ambrosia of the
gods? In a. new film by Lasse Hallstrdm (My Life as a Dog, The Cider House Rules), chocolate represents
abandoning oneself to the myriad pleasures of life. Juliette Binoche is lovely as a single mother who moves
to the provinces in 1950s France to open a chocolate shop, bringing both joy and resentment to the repressed
townspeople. The great cast includes Johnny Deppjudi Dench and Lena Olin, who memorably starred with
Binoche in The Unbearable Lightness of Being. 121 min. www.miramax2000.com/chocolat/

MONKEYBONE

Fri. & Sat., April 21 & 21

9:55 PM

(2001) Directed by Henry Selick. Screenplay by Sam Hamm, based on the comic book Dark Town by Kaja
Blackley. Cast: Brendan Fraser, Bridget Fonda, Giancarlo Esposito, Chris Kattan and John Turturro.
Cinestudio's recent screening of The 5000 Fingers of Dr. T. brought out a loyal audience who had been seriously warped by seeing that film...and in the future, we're sure to meet a crowd that has been equally disturbed by Monkeybone, Way too weird for the multiplex, the film is about a comatose cartoonist who is
tormented by his imaginary world - and by his dirty-minded little alter-ego, Monkeybone The film, directed by Henry Selick (The Nightmare on Elm Street and James and the Giant Peach) also happens to have '
some great animation, "few movies explode with such mischievous insight...you may fear for the sanity of
everyone involved." A. O Scott, New York Times. 87 min. www.monkeybone com

THE HEART OF THE WORLD/ REBELS WITH A CAUSE
Wed. - Fri., April 25-27

7:30 PM

(2000) Written and directed by Helen Garvy. Cinematographer: Emiko Omori. With: Jane Adams
Bernadine Dohrn, Todd Gitlin, Tom Hayden, Steve Max. In 1962, less than fifty college students gathered at
a Michigan campground to form the Students for a Democratic Society, an organization with the goals of
ending segregation and the Cold War. In 1968,100,000 members of SDS galvanized college campuses across
the country in their protest against the Vietnam War. Director Helen Garvy, herself a former member of SDS
traces the exhilarating history of this activist group, that became the incubator for many liberation movements from feminism to gay rights. There is also something utterly mesmerizing about looking at footage of
students who risked their future to "fight the power." 110 min. Also showing: THE H EART OF THE WORLD
a 5 minute short directed by Guy Maddin (who made that wonderful movie Careful), Best Avant-Garde
Film, National Society of Film Critics, "explodes on the screen like a nitrate laced firecracker!" Kristin lones
Film Comment.
compiled by Christine McCarthy McMorrls

ANNOUNCEMENTS
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AIXBEV.
Studio Arts Annual
The Trinity College Department of Fine Arts
presents the Studio Arts Annual from April 2
through April 27 in the Widener Gallery. Gallery
hours are from 1:00 PM - 6:00 PM daily. Call 2972199 for more information.

KATIE MATUS
Senior Thesis Exhibition TRACES OF
MEMORY" is currently on display at The Broad
Street Gallery, 1283 Broad Street (corner of Allen
Place & Broad Street) Gallery Hours: Monday,
April 16 - 4:30-6:30 PM; Tuesday, April 17 - 4:006:00 PM; Thursday, April 19 - 4:30-6:00 PM; Saturday, April 21,2:00-4:00 PM

Chapel Happenings
8:30 PM ••':;.-:

Quaker Prayer Group
Crypt Chapel

:

Wednesday - April 18
12 noon
5:00 PM
6:00 PM

:

Roman Catholic Mass
Crypt Chapel ' •
Carillon Lessons
Change Ringing Lessons

Thursday - April 19
6:30 PM

ZEN Meditation
Crypt Chapel

Friday-April 20
12:15 PM

Muslim Prayers
Crypt Chapel,
, 4:30 PM - 5:30 PM Buddhist Group Meeting
•'•''.

•; .•••:••

CryptChapel

Saturday - April 21
5:15 PM

Service of Praise and
Worship

Sunday - April 22
4:15 PM
5:00'PM •'' '""
5:30 PM

There willbe a book signing on Thursday, April
19 from 2:30 PM - 3:30 PM by Dr. Anne Simon, Author of The Real Science Behind the X-Files at
Gallows Book Store.

IDEAS a LA MODE
Ideas a la Mode presents Professor Michael
Niemann talking about "Not for Addicts Only...on
Chocolate!" Friday, April 20 in the Smith House,
Ware Room from 6:45 PM - 7:45 PM. Free chocolate, free fruit/coffee, free music. Questions? Call
Kate x 2748. All students are welcome.

Undergraduate Science Symposium

The Trinity Collegte 14th Annual Undergraduate Science Symposium is on Monday, April 30
in the Ferris Athletic Center. Posters will be dis:
played from 9:00 AM - 3:00PM. All you need to
know:
www.trincoll.edu/orgs/scialnce/
Science%20Symposium.htm

Health Fellows Presentations

Tuesday -April 17
:

Book Signing

EVENSONG with Chapel
Singers
"Holy Eucharist Service; :
Roman Catholic Mass •-•,•;•

You are cordially invited to The Health Fellows
Research Presentations on Tuesday, April 24, from
4:00 PM-6:00 PM in Life Sciences Center 133. Refreshments will be served.

Campus Life Leadership Awards
it is time to recognize the ha rd work of our s tudent leaders, student organizations and their programs. The 2nd Annual Campus Life Leadership
Awards will be held April 23rd at 7:30 PM in the
Vernon Place Social Center.

International Buddy Program

Sign up for the International Student Buddy
Program. You will be assigned to an incoming
First-Year or Exchange international student to
help him/her adjust to life at Trinity College and
the United States. The time commitment is light:
you just need to be available for questions and
possibly meet with the student now and then for
lunch. Your help is most valuable during the first
few weeks of the semester. Contact x4178 or by
email at kaydenler@trmcoll edu if you are interested in helping, out lor next fall and spring

Elm Theater - New Britain Avenue, next to Webster Bank
Show times are for Friday, April 13 through Thursday, April 19. Schedules may have changed
since press time, so please call the theater at 232-2820 to verify times and features.
Chocolat PG-13
The Emperor's New Groove G
Hannibal R

4:00 PMPM, 7:15 PM
2:00 PM •
2:00 PM, 4:30 PM, 7:15 PM

Crown Palace 17 & Odyssey - 330 New Park Avenue
Show times are for Friday, April 13 through Thursday, April 19. Schedules may have changed
since press time, so please call the theater at 247 - CRWN to verify times and features.
Along Came a Spider R
Blow R
Bridget Jones's Diary R
The Brothers R
Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon PG-13
Enemy at the Gates R
Everest NR
Exit Wounds R
Heartbreakers PG-13
Joe Dirt PG-13
Josie and the Pussycats PG-13
Just Visiting PG-13
Kingdom Come PG
The Living Sea NR
Pokemon3G
See Spot Run PG
Someone Like You PG-13
Spy Kids PG
Tomcats R

11:40 AM, 12:40 PM, 3:05 PM, 4:10 PM, 5:35 PM, 7:20 PM,
8:00 PM, 9:40 PM, 10:20 PM
12:55 PM, 4:20 PM, 7:05 PM, 9:45 PM
12:50 PM, 3:15 PM, 5:30 PM, 8:10 PM, 10:25 PM
12:10 PM, 2:25 PM, 4:40 PM, 8:15 PM, 10:35 PM
4:55 PM, 9:35 PM
1:00 PM, 4:00 PM, 7:15 PM, 10:05 PM
11:30 AM, 2:00 PM, 4:30 PM, 7:00 PM, 9:30 PM
9:20 PM
4:25 PM, 7:35 PM, 10:15 PM
12:15 PM, 2:55 PM, 5:10 PM, 7:45 PM, 9:50 PM
12:35 PM, 2:50 PM, 5:05 PM, 8:05 PM, 10:30 PM
12:30 PM, 2:35 PM, 7:30 PM
11:30 AM, 12:20 PM, 1:50 PM, 2:45 PM, 4:05 PM, 5:25 PM,
7:00 PM, 7:40 PM, 9:15 PM, 9:55 PM
12:45 PM, 3:15 PM, 5:45 PM, 8:15 PM
11:45 AM, 12:45 PM, 1:55 PM, 3:00 PM, 4:15 PM, 5:15 PM,
7:10 PM, 8:00 PM
11:35 AM, 2:00 PM
11:55 AM, 2:05 PM, 4:30 PM, 6:55 PM, 9:10 PM
12:05 PM, 2:40 PM, 5:00 PM, 7:25 PM, 9:30 PM
10:10 PM

Chris and Merideth Thompson
Chris and Merideth Thompson will perform
from 9:30 PM -12:30 AM on Thursday, April 19 at
the Bistro, Koeppel students center. Alt bev, ID
required.

Latin American and Iberian Film
Festival
The Latin American and Iberian Film Festival
presents "Goya in Bordeaux" on Wednesday, April
18 at 7:30 PM in the Cinestudio. The film includes
English subtitles and features guest speaker'Thomas Harrington, assistant professor of modern
languages at Trinity College.

Take Back the Night
Come march in the "Take Back the Night
March" on Wednesday, April 18 at 7:00 PM in front
of the Cave Patio. It is an opportunity for students
to call for an end to sexual violence against men
and women on this campus. Sponsored by the
Sexual Assault Task Force. In case of rain, we will
be meeting in the Rittenberg Lounge.

MORISTYLEZ
Mori Stylez will be performing with special
guest RANE on Thursday night, April 19 at the
Underground Coffee House.

IMANI Senior Sip
The IMANI Senior Sip willbe on Friday, April
20 from 4:00 PM - 9:00 PM in the Vernon Place
Social Center. Alt bev, ID required.

MOCA Party
There will be a MOCA party on Friday, April
19 from 10:00 PM - 2:00 AM in the Vernon Place
Social Center. Alt Bev, ID required.

TRINITY LIVE
The Trinity Live Concert will be performed on
Saturday, April 21 from 10:00 PM - 2:00 AM in the
Vernon Place Social Center. Alt bev., ID required.
Come see originial Trinity musical groups perform.

Gospel Concert
There is a Gospel Concert in the Wahington
. Room on Saturday, Ajpril 21. A/) mis, 5,100 is tree,

Rooms for rent
5 bedroom house at 79 Allen Place
$75/wk
$300/mo
Available starting May 1,2001
For more information, call:
Yeraida Alzate
951-7352 (h)
550-6772 (w)
ASSOCIATE CAMPAIGN MANAGER WANTED
Hartford based political committee seeks student
who will reside on campus/in Hartford during the
Fall '01 semester to organize students, coordinate
volunteers, research policies and develop GOTV
strategies. Ideal candidate will have political
experience, strong communication skills, relationships with campus organizations and a sense of
humor. This part time position begins 5/15 and
plays a monthly stipend. Please e-mail resumes to
visionhartford@yahoo.com or mail them to PO BOX
230381 Hartford, CT 06103 by May 6;
The Princeton Review is looking for smart,
prestigious, irrevent confident, and energetic grad
students interested in teaching part time. $16-26/
hour to start, truclen@review.com
Fraternities*Sororities*Clubs*Student Groups
Earn $1000-$2000 this semester with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com three hour fundraising
:vent. No sales required. Fundraising dates are filling
quickly, so call (888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com
,

Community Service
Connecticut Public Television Auction
.Do you have an evening free Tuesday through Friday from 4:00 PM to 10:00 PM, Saturday 2:00 PM 10:00 PM or Sunday noon to 6:00 PM, April 23 - 28?
Come help contribute to the success of the CT Publ ic
Television Auction, 240 New Britain Avenue. Please
call 278-5310 or e-tnailginny_prunty@wedh.pbs.org.
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A Conversation With
...Jack Richardson
Name: Jack Richardson
Hometown: Arlington, Va
Class: 2001
Major: History
Jack is a member of the 2001 Trinity
Baseball team. One of the team's cocaptains, Jack is one of the teams top
pitchers. A hard throwing righthander,
Jack is 4-1 on the season. In high school,
Jack helped lead his team to the Virginia
State Title. For his efforts Jack was
named Virginia Prep Picker of the Year.
Jack was also named a USA Today
Honorable mention All American

SHANE EARLY

CQLEY DALE

This week the Intramural Insider traveled all the
way to the Tripod Office, where we suprised none
other than Sasha Bratt '03

Intramural Insider: "Sasha, as an active member of the
Intramural Theatrics Team, do you find that it is tough to
meet chicks?"
' Sasha Bratt '03: "Well, I'll tell you guys a secret, the
whole acting thing: just a gimmick to score with the ladies. Thanks to this gig, I'm pullin' more wool then Little
-Bo Peep. They dig my style, they think I'm sensitive...

" :KERS."

. . .

"ripod : Jack, injury kept
you from pitching during your
irst three years at Trinity.
How did you keep yourself
ocused?
Jack : The longer injury kept
me off the mound the more I
wanted to show what I was
apable of. LUith the help of
he guys on the team and the
oaching staff I ujas able to
eep my spirits up and coninue to belieue that I could
Keel despite all the setbacks.
ripod : Vou'ue pitched uery
well to this point in the seaon. What did you do to put
ourself in position to haue a
uccessful season?
ack : This is possibly my
ast shot at pitching, so I
ried to leaue nothing up to

SIDE ORDERS

14" Medium $7.95
16" Large $9.95
Additional Toppings: $.50 on med. 31,00 on large
anchovies
garlic
olives
ricotta

bacon
hamburger
onions
sausage

broccoli
,
cherry peppers
pepperoni
spinach

WINGS (Mild, Hot) . . . .
MOZZARELLA STICKS
CHICKEN FINGERS ..
GARLIC BREAD''."'.. (16J)
FRIES
CHIPS

eggplant
mushrooms
peppers
tomatoes

SHEET_PAN_PlZZA

HOUSE SPECIAL . . . . MED S10.00 . LARGE S15.00
Sausage, meatball, pepperoni, mushroom, onions,
peppers.

GRINDERS
16" Whole

COOKED SALAMI
$3.95 . . .. . $7.90
PASTRAMI
$3.95 . . ... $7.90
GENOA
$3.95 .. ... $7.90
HAM
$3.95 . . ... $7.90
TURKEY
. . . . . . $ 3 . 9 5 . . ... $7.90
PEPPERONl
$3.95
. . . $7.90
ROAST BEEF
$3.95 ., ... $7.90
TUNA
$3.95 .. . . . $7.90
COMBO (2 kinds of above) . . . . . . $4.50 ., ... $9.00
EGGPLANT PARMIGIANA . . . . . . . $3.95 .. ... $7.90
CHICKEN PARMIGIANA
. . . $ 4 . 2 5 .. ... $8.50
CHICKEN CUTLET . . . . . . . . . . . . $4:25 .. . . . $8.50
VEA1 PARMIGIANA
. . $ 4 . 2 5 .".. ... $8.50
VEALCUTLET . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 4 . 2 5 .. . . . $8.50
STEAK/CHEESE
$4.25 . . .,.$8.50
MEATBALLS
$3.95 .. ... $7.90
SAUSAGE ..
$3.95 .. ... $7.90 ,
B LT
••
S3 95
... $7.90'
VEGGIE/CHEESE ':.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'..]'.'..
$ 3 . 9 5 '.] :.. S7.90
ITALIAN
$4.99 . . ... $9.98

498B FARMINGTON AVENUE • HARTFORD

CHICKEN PESTO ....MEDS9.95 . . LARGE $13.25
Fresh Mozzarella, fresh chicken and sliced tomatoes,
basted in pesto sauce.

236-2616
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK •11:00 AMTO2:00 AM

SHRIMP PESTO

**FREE DELIVERY**
With $7.00 Minimum Purchase

Zfte Best @izza {or Zke Best @rice
COMBO SPECIAL
Large Cheese
10 Wings (Fingers)
2 Liter Soda
Toppings Extra

SALADS
.

.

.

.

.

.

$6.00

CHEF SALAD
Ham, turkey, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, cucumbers,
green peppers and olives.
•,..-••

'.

Salami, pepperoni, cheese, mushrooms, eggplant,
cucumbers, olives, green peppers and lettuce.

TUNA SALAD
Tuna, lettuce, cheese, tomatoes, olives and cucumbers.

GREEK SALAD

. . . . .....:,

Feta cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, green peppers,
cucumbers and olives.

TOSSED SALAD

v ••;•'.:,...•

$5.75

F1EE
Large
Cheese Pizza

$5.75

$
$5.25

. . . $5,25

L00 OFF
Medium
Cheese Pizza ..

2 CANS OF SODA
•.;... $1.95

Italian, Creamy Italian, French, Blue Cheese, Ranch
Thousand Island, aridlite Italian.

Extra Dressing

Buy a Large Cheese
With One Topping
And Get A Second
Large Cheese For

•14.99'

Chicken breast, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes,
olives and cucumbers. •:•••'

ANTIPASTO

S4.95
$4 95
$3.00
$1.99
. $.50

CITY PIZZA SPECIALTIES

$15.00
Additional toppings $2.00 each
* *4 HOURS NOTICE PLEASE)!

C M C K E N S A L A D

chance. I worked as hard as I
possibly could to stay
healthy. I wanted to make
sure that no matter what
euentually happened I'd haue
no regrets.
Tripod : UJhat does the
baseball team need to do to
rebound from this past
weekend's disappointing
performance against a t a l ented Tufts team?
Jack: We need to keep in
mind that we aren't inuincible
and though it's important to
put a debacle like that behind
us as soon as possible, hopefully it will light a spark under]
us and push us to work euen
harder than we haue been
thus far.

.40B

mm

2 LITER SODA
With Any Large
Cheese Pizza
Buy 16" Giant Grindei
And Get
1 BAG OF CHIPS &
1 CAN SODA

FREE

Coupon Can't Be Combined With Any Other Offer.
• ••'•'•'
Must Mention Coupons When Ordering.
... ;• •...•. ' One Coupon per order.

MED $11.25 . LARGE $14.25

Fresh Mozzarella, shrimp and sliced tomatoes,
basted In Pesto sauce.

WHITE PIE

MED $7.95 . . . LARGE $9.95

Fresh Mozzarella, romano cheese, garlic, parsley,
oregano and olive oil.

WHITE CLAM

MED $7.95 . . . LARGE $9.95

Baby clams, romano cheese, garlic, parsley, oregano
and olive oil.
RANCH CHICKEN . . MED $9.95 .. LARGE $13.25
Fresh Mozzarella, fresh chicken, garlic, onions,
tomatoes, basted in ranch dressing.

HAWAIIAN
MED $9.95 .. LARGE $13.25
Pineapple, peppers, ham and hot sauce.

PASTA AND:DINNERS
SPAGHETTI, Z1TI OR SHELLS WITH SAUCE . . . . S5.95
SPAGHETTI, ZITI OR SHELLS WITH MEATBALLS $6 95
SPAGHETTI, ZITI OR SHELLS WITH SAUSAGE $6.95
EGGPLANT PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA
$7.95
CHICKEN PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA
. $8 95
VEAL PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA
$7 95
BAKED ZITI
$7.95
MEAT RAVIOLI .,..'
$6.95
CHEESE RAVIOLI
S6.95
VEGGIE RAVIOLI
S6.95
Includes salad and roll

DESSERT
Cheese Cake

$2.25

Cappachlno Chocolate Cake

$2.25

BEVERAGES
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Scores And Standings
Baseball:
Standings

NESCAC
W L Pet.

East Division
Trinity
5
Tufts
5
Bowdoin
3
Colby
0
Bates
0
West Division
Wesleyan
Williams
Amherst
Hamilton
Middlebury

3
0
0
3
7

(Overall
-W L T Pet.

.6251.000
1.000
.000
.000

18 4 0 .818
11 7 1 .605
11 8 0 .579
5 8 0 .385
1 15 0 .063
;

4
4
1
1
3

2
1
1
7
2

.667
.800
.500

12 5
13 1
;
.7; 6
. 1 2 5 ••• ' • • ' . . • 3
10
. 4 5
.600
1

1
0
6
0
0

.643
.889
.563
.188
.583

W
Middleburry 5
Wesleyan
4
Bowdoin
4
2
Amherst
Conn. College 2
3
Trinity
2
Tufts
1
Bates
Colby
1
Williams
0

NESCAC
L
Pet.
0 1.000
0 1.000
2
.667
.400
3
.400
3
2 .600
3 .400
4
.250
.200
4
3
.000

•

NESCAC
W L Pet.

East Division
Bowdoin
Tufts
Colby
Bates
Trinity

2 0
2 0
2 0
0 .2
0 4

West Division
Amherst
Williams
Hamilton
Middlebury
Wesleyan

2
2
2
0
2

Overall
W L T Pet.

1.000
L0O0
1.000
.000
.000

8
13
6
7
2

4
7
4
10
17

0 1.000
0 1.000
4 .333
2 .000
2 .500

14
10
4
1
8

6
8
18
7
10

0
1
0
0
0 .

.667
.643
.605
.412
.125

0 .705
0 .553
0 .183
0 .125
0 .444

Women's Lacrosse:

Men's Lacrosse
Standings

Softball:
Standings

NESCAC
W IL Pet.
Middleburry 6 0 1.000
Williams
5 0 1.000
4 1
.800
Amherst
.500
Bates
3 3
.500
Conn. College 3 3
.500
Bowdoin
3 3
2 4
.333
Colby
1 5 .167
Trinity
Tufts
0 3
.000
.000
0 4
Wesleyan
Standings

Overall
W L Pet.
1 .889
8
10 1 .909
4 .556
5
1 .833
5
5 4 .556
3 4 .429
6
4 .600
4 5 .444
• 2 5 .286
2 7 .222

Men's Tennis:
- v. Conn College (W 6-1)
- v. Brandeis (W 7-0)

i

W
7
7
8
8
5
5
2
6
A[
2

Overall
L Pet.
0
]L.000
0 1.000
1 .889
2 .800
4 .556
3 .625
.400
3
6
.500
3
.571
5 .286

Women's Rowing:
-3rd of 5 teams

Men's Rowing:
Men's Track And Field:

-1st or 2 teams

- 3rd At Wesleyan Invitational

Women's Track And Field:
-3rd At Wesleyan Invitational

ASSOCIATE CAMPAIGN
MANAGER WANTED!!!
FisionHartford, a Hartford based political
committee, is looking for a student who will reside
on campus/in Hartford during the Fall 'oi
semester to organize students, research positions,
coordinate volunteers and developiGOTV
strategies for the November 'oi election. The ideal
candidate will have excellent communication
skills, organizational skills, political experience,
relationships with on-campus organizations, a
stxprig work ethic and a sense of humor.
This position is a part time position (Approx 25
hours a week) beginning May 15th that pays a
monthly stipend. Please e-mail resumes to:
lMpjdharlfojrd@y^hQ.gieP.rn or mail to PO BOX
230381 Hartford, CT 06103 prior to MAY 6 t h .

Are you ready?:?
ffor It!
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Tennis Beats Brandeis

THE TRINITY TRIPOD - APRIL 17,2001

intramural Upbate: Cfje
BY COLEY DALE

Sports Editor

The intramural Softball
season is well under way, and
the leaders are well established.
In all of the four leagues, sit a
team in each which remains
undefeated. The grid-iron warriors of each league have battled
it out, and now, 2/3 into the season, we can examine who is really excelling.
We start in the Majors, where
?«
a confident WWF Superstars
Rosty Orach '01 awaits the incoming serve
rose among the competition in
by co-captain George Kaneb'01, a hurdle of gross team names,
BY CUFF STEVENS
known for his devastating back- like "The Grundle Police." The
' Sports l/Vriter
hand and strong enthusiasm on WWF Superstars are 3-0, and
the court.
sit comfortably on top of their
At numbersix singles he won division.
Anothermatch, another
COLEYDAlt
Some of the Havanna All-Stars before a game
win. The tennis team is now his match in a tie-breaker in the
"We know that we are the
eleven and three with three third set to close out the team's best team in the league," said of Panic (the Hall team of ing so well because we work as
matches left in the rest of regu- victory. Richard Lawrence '04 Peter Hammond '01. "And we course) sits comfortably atop a team," said Shannon Herold
lar season. Strong performances won at number two singles realize no other team has a
the division, and really has no '03. "We have fun when we are
today up and down the ladder quite handily six one six love, chance of beating us. That's the
competition, as they demolish out there, and we have a really
agamsL
a
iciMy
Dianucis
squau
Wltn
pene
against a feisty Brandeis squad
reason we have back to back on every single opponent that cool name."
proved that this team is ready to sive ground-strokes. _
our jerseys." Strong words from dares cross their path.
The minors leader is the
take on the best in Division
The most impressive perforthe team captain will only be
The female league features Havanna All-Stars, which look
mance
of
the
day
was
by
the
Three tennis. The team started
tested in the weeks to come.
The Fighting Ts, who are still to take the title this year in a
out the match winning the other captain, Rosty Orach '01,
In
the
co-ed
league,
The
Color
undefeated.
"I think we are do- daring run into the playoffs.
doubles point by victories from who won six zero, six zero, finishing
his
singles
match
before
the number one doubles team,
Rosty Orach 'Oland Ricard the third doubles team even finLawrence '04, and the number ished their match.
All in all, a much needed victwo team Muammer Khan '02
At this point the season Trintory to boost the energy and de- early and often putting the ets of their game. The Bantam's'
and Scott Levy '04.
game out of reach before it even pitchers must get ahead of hit- ity must remain confident in
termination
needed
for
the
final
After being down four to one
their talent..
ters.
truly got going.
in the first set and three love in three matches, especially with
the second, Muammer Khan '02 a tough Williams team on SatAt this point the season Trinity must remain confident in their
pulled out both sets winning urday and the team's final regular
season
home
match
against
talent The need to put an end to the losing streak if they hope to
his match six four, six three at
Bates on Monday.
number [ive singles,
continue what appeared to be an extremely pomising season.
The team would like to thank
,- , ~t"Wixh his aggressive sitvots
i f.*^

in -II •

•• •

•• "• •

•••'

"

^,vjun r

unLc

Tufts Ends Trinty's NESCAC Streak

nenr around the court,'Csoba
Godry '04 won his match in
straight sets. Another strong
performance was demonstrated

come out for the home matches,
and would encourage everyone
to come cheer the team on
against Bates on Monday.

Trinity College

This week will be critical for
theBantams. Trinity once again
start playing good baseball.
Trinity must improve all fac-

WHBN HUMS ARE Q¥IR,

THi CRAMffllNG BEGINS,

•: 0PS.MOT0RKEB SHIPPING OUTLET
-COMING TCO MATHER CAMPUS CENTER
•.-••,•

' M A Y i* ™.10(il a n d 21* 1

\ SUMMER STORAGE' ;

with two goals, while Dave
Achterhof 01', Rob Morse 01',
Mark Tassie 01' Dave Whoppi
04', and Sandy Leighton 04'
each had goals and Sean Rohan
02' added three assists.
The defense looked
sharp all day, not allowing any
easy goals and not making any
mental mistakes. They appeared to be communicating
and working together to stop
the aggressive Williams attack.
Ravi Pillay 03' commented that,
"We are finally coming together
as a team. When we play our
best we can beat anybody in the
league. Our problem has been
inconsistency, but as of late, we

The need to put an end to the
losing streak if they hope to
continue what appeared to be
an extremely pomising seasor

ins
have finally put together four
solid quarters, and now we are
beating teams like Williams
and Amherst."
The bantams will certainly face a challenge this
week as they travel to Wesleyan
on Wednesday and face Middlebury at home on Saturday.
Wesleyan is currently ranked
#2 in the NESCAC, while
Middlebury is #1, and ranked
#7 overall in division 3 lacrosse.
Trinity's Ranking #4 in the
NESCAC, just behind Bowdoin
at #3.
So this week will prove to be
a real test for the bantams, and
who will try and continue their
winning ways against the best
teams in the NESCAC.

Ladies Lax Wins Too

PSCRUP mt> N&8UVSKY OfltfiCTLYTOV 0 0 B* SEtTEMBGH

SPONSORED BY f»fc MATHER CAMPUS CENTER
•••. • • GALL TO RESERVE'SPACE N0W1IMW

(S60)'232-276?

Men'
Contin uedfrom page 24

SUMMER
STORAGE
-SHIPPING

Trinity hitters must take advantage of the good pitches
they see, while the defense has
to give Trinity a chance to win.

41 Crossroads Plaza
W, Hartford,
<««»> 231-003?

Continued from page 24
of first half came from
midfielder Bowman. The
womenjust weren't able to complete their plays or contain the
fire that Williams had sparked
so early in the first half.
Senior tri-captain, Mary
Jacobs, played a strong game on
defense for host Trinity along
with Maria Lingnau '03.
Trinity's goals came from
Sullivan, Meredith Goeller '04,
senior tri-captain Melissa
Marlette, Miller, and Bowman.

The loss was extremely disappointing for Trinity as they
had hoped to play a stronger
game against Williams, but in
the talk after the game coach
Kara Tierney congratulated the
team on their huge efforts and
strong hearts.
• ,• ' •
Trinity will take their anger
out on NESCAC rival Wesleyan
this Tuesday. With just a mere
three games left in the regular
season, the women's team hopes
to finish on the winning side
again.
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Trinity Rowing Defeats Holy Cross, Partially
Men And Women Rowers Brave High Winds, But Most Races Postponed Until Next Week
got out early, stayed ahead, and continued to increase their lead through the
Sports Writer
end. The four finished with a time of
6:26.6 to Holy Crosses 6:45.0.
This Saturday proved to be an excitTrinity's Men's dominance over Holy
ing day for the men and women's varsity Cross continued as the first varsity eight,
rowing programs. Although rowing in a led by coxswain Joseph Giallanella, took
stiff tail wind, the men's varsity four lead their first dual victory of the season.
the day with an exciting and sizable win George Hutton, Fernando Borghese, Rafe
Quinn, Doug Carlson, Barrett Bijur, Jamie
against Holy Cross.
Coxed by freshman Andrew Morrison, Granum, John Mansfield, and Joe
the crew consisting of Bill Jenkins, Reed Getzendanner pulled a firm 6:03.6 to
Whitman, Pat Guelakis, and Tyler Wolfe, Holy Cross' not so firm 6:16.7.
\

BY WILIIAM JENKINS

Colev Dale '03: So, this isn't
exactly a hard question, Red Sox
any day. I don't care how many
world series rings the Yankees
have bought, how many players
they have who throw bats at other
people, the recent series proves it.
The Red Sox won the series
against the Yankees this past
week, and that is all that matters.
Nomar was out, and the Sox won
convincingly. Even though I'm
from Hartford, where most are
Yanks fans, I will always choose
the team I grew up watching.
Hey, I couldn't root for the Whale
in the off-season. I think this
could be a big year for the sox,
they could really go far and this is
surely a good start.

The women's side proved to be a force levels and the rest of the races for the day
to look out for today as well. Emily Queen were cancelled. For now, the men and
coxed crew Amanda Gifford, Mara Kieth, women's second varsity eight, first freshKatie Fredlund, Molly Roach, Christine man and second freshmen boats, in adHorton, Suzanna Kise, Sarah Melnitsky, dition to the women's varsity four, will
Becca Kanin to place third in a five boat have to wait for next week before they
race. Beating out Mt Holyoke and UMass can dominate over their opposition. As
Lowell, the women finished in 7:05.7,5.3 the water level continues to rise on the
Connecticut River, all crews will be diliseconds behind the leader, Holy Cross.
Unfortunately, weather was not on the gently training this week. Next week
Bantam's side. As the remainder of they face strong crews from Worcester
Trinity's boats prepared to defeat the Polytechnic Institute and rival Univercompetition, winds increased to unsafe sity of New Hampshire.

Editor's Picks
Who is Better, The Red
Sox or the Yanks?

TRUST US

Shane Early '03; Alright this is
really a two part question. Historically, I'm sorry to say it, but the Red
Sox just simply can't compare to the
Yankees. The Red Sox won their
fifth world championship in 1918.
Since then we've been in what you
might call a little bit of a drought.
The Yankees have won twenty-six
world series titles. They have had
legends like Mantle, Jackson,
Dimaggio, and Ruth play for them.
Historically they are a much much
better team, but this year, well that's
a different story. This year's Sox are
just better than the Yankees. Now
that the Sox have Manolo they have
added a potent offense to their
already dominant pitching staff. So
this year all you Yankees fans are
gonna know what it's like to cry in
October.
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Men's Lax Wins Two More Tufts Topples

Baseball Team
Jum bos End Ban tarns Winn ing Streak
With an Impressive Three Game Sweei

Eric Wilson '02 makes a key save in a recent game
Bv TIM FREEMAN

Sports Writer

The Trinity men's lacrosse
team rebounded from tough
losses to Eastern Connecticut
College and Colby College to
defeat Amherst 9-7 on Wednesday and Williams 12-8 on Saturday, improving their record to
5-4. The two consecutive wins
over NESCAC teams this week
were crucial because they will
improve Trinity's seeding in
candy, they were two very impressive victories that have
certainly boosted the team's
moral and confidence after the
tough losses last week.
The big win over a tough
Amherst team with a 5-2 overall record was a fine overall ef-

fort for the Bantams, who played
well on both sides of the ball
and looked sharp for most of the
afternoon. Rob Morse 01' led the
way for Trinity with two goals
in the final four minutes, including the go-ahead goal with
3:34 remaining. Attackmen
Shep Skiff 04' and Dave Huoppi
04' contributed with two goals
apiece, while Ravi Pillay 03' and
Mark Tassie 01' also notched
goals.

••.

.

The real highlight of the
game for Trinity was their execution i ^ t^ejottjli q^rter,
which they entered with the
score tied at seven. During the
quarter, the defense played well,
goalie Eric Wilson 02' had some
key saves, and they won the war
of the groundballs. The nail in
the coffin came with just under
two minutes to play, when Brian

Andre 01' scooped up a ground
ball and dished it to Morse for
his third goal on the day, to put
Trinity up by two.
Trinity then defeated Williams 12-8 on Saturday to improve their record to 3-2 in the
NESCAC and 5-4 overall. The
bantams are currently ranked
seventh in the New England Intercollegiate Lacrosse Association poll. Trinity started the
game strong, outscoring Williams 4-1 in the first quarter.
They continued to play well
both offensively a,nd defensively through out trie game,
coming together especially well
in the forth quarter, in which
they outscored Williams 5-2.
Ravi Pillay 03' led the way
with five goals and one assist.
Pete Gottlieb 01' also chipped in
Contin ued on Page 22

Lady Bantams Beat Wheaton
BY ALICE ROBINSON

Sports Writer

K'

sneak past the Wheaton defense and score six goals, winning by one with a score of 10-9.
This comeback was well deserved for the Lady Bants after
falling short in their first games

It was a cold and rainy day
last week when the Lady Bants
lacrosse team
took the field
a g a i n s t
Wheaton College. Their play
in the first half
resembled the
weather around
them, slow, not
consistent, unpredictable, and
cold.
After
Wheaton took
the lead in the
first half with a
score of 6-4, the
Bants
knew
they weren't going to let this
team leave with
a win, At the
half, they regained their foette 01 scoops the ball
cus, motivation, and desire to of the season. The goals
from
g
win. Coming out into the sec- the game came from junior
ond half the Bantam offense Anna Sullivan, with four goals
was sparked and the defense and one assist, Elizabeth Miller
locked on to all of the threaten- '03, with two, Katie Bowman
ing offenders, and held the '03clinched the victory with
Wheaton offense to only three 2:19 left in the game with a
more goals in the second half. scorcher past the Wheaton
Trinity's offense was able to goalie. With the win against

Trinity Ace Jarett Bayliss '01 fires a pitch

Wheaton, the Lady Bants imBY MATT MARGOLIN
prove their record to 6-5 overall.
Sports Writer
After a close game this past
Thursday, the women were in
After cruising through the
great anticipation for their
game on Saturday against first month of their season,
NESCAC ri- Trinity Baseball has hit a road
val Williams block.
College. WillThat road block came in the
iams, ranked form of the Tufts University
No. 4 in the Jumbos. The Jumbos snapped
Intercolle- the Bantams school record fifg i a t e teen game winning streak.
Women's La- Tufts scored three impressive
c r o s s e victories over the previously
Coaches As- top-ranked Bantams.
sociation DiFriday afternoon, Tufts was
vision
III, able to open the series with a 22m a i n t a i n 0 victory. Trinity starting
their unde- pitcher Jonah Bayliss '03 apfeated record peared dominant in the early
of 7-0 overall, innings, but his performance
after captur- was matched step for step by
ing the vic- Tufts starting pitcher Jon Lee.
tory
over
In the third Bayliss began losTrinity 19-5.
ing command of his pitches.
Wi 11 i a ms
His wildness came back to
took the lead
early into the haunt the Bantams. After a
game and didn't look back. questionable call at the plate
They were able to cut through Tufts was able to put up two
Trinity's defense and their tight runs in the third frame.
In the fifth Bayliss's control
defense and aggressive double
teams were able to nearly shut troubles once again came back
down the Trinity offense, The to haunt him. After issuing
Trinity offense didn't give up multiple walks the Tufts hitters
made the Bantams pay.
and the last goal
Tufts exploded for five runs.
Continued on page 22
The rally was highlighted by a

mamoth homerun to right field
off the bat of Tufts co-captain
Todd Boutwell.
The Tufts bats stayed hot in
the six inning. The Jumbos put
up five more runs against reliever Justin Olewnick '02 and
put the game out of reach.
Despite beating the younger
Bayliss, Tufts was unable to hit
the hard throwing righthander.
In his five innings of work
Bayliss gave up only a few hard
hit balls. Unfortunately his
wildness and not his dominant
stuff were the story of the day.
Sarurday, Trinity lost both
ends of their double header with
Tufts. This first game ended 50, while second finished.
In first game Trinity's ace
Jarrett Bayliss '01 was handed
the loss in a complete game effort.
Bayliss lacked (he pinpoint
control that Bantam fans have
come to expect from him. Despite not having his typical
command, Bayliss put forward a
respectable performance.
Had Trinity been able to come
up with a few defensive plays
Bayliss would have likely only
given up one run,
Tufts then ran away with the
second game completing the demoralizing sweep. Tufts scored
continued on page 22

